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Wilson Blocks Bill
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COLFAX"

Representative Sinnot

Oí Party Pledge

Scores Tariff Law

Resolution Limiting President To One
Stopped By His Letter Before

South Is Favored In Underwood Bill
In Free Cotton Bagging And the

He Was Inaugurated.

West Must Pay.

Disclosure in Washington dispatches to many large newspapers
of the fact that President Wilson
was responsible for Democratic
abandonment in congress of the
plan to limit by constitutional
amendment the tenure of the president to one term, has been the political news sensation for some
time. Practically ever since the
early sixties, when the re election
of President Lincoln was iimmi-nenDemocrats have been agitating during Republican administrations the proposition ot limiting
the presidential tenure to a single
term.
Every time a new Republican
president had sho vn himself popular with the people, the proposal of
limiting presidents to a single term
was revived by Democratic statesmen.
When Cleveland became
president, the plan instantly lost
its popularity, but the
of Grant and McKinley following
that of Lincoln, whose re election
they deplored most, determined
them that if tbey ever had tbe
chance the end would he put to the
possibility of any future Republican president's succeeding himself.
There bad always been a feeling
in the Democratic party that if
Lincoln had never been permitted
to succeed himself the future of the
Republican party might have been
more favorable to the party which
in Lincoln's day was opposing the
union of the states, and which,
since then, has been opposing
prosperity and seeking patronage.
When Wilson was elected as
president together with a Demo- t,

cratic congress the chance seem tú
have presented itself. A bill was
immediately introduced in the last
consession of the
gress, or before Wilson came into
office, to limit the president to a
term of six years. It was believed
that Wilson, not yet being in office would not bother himself about
any legislation, but according to
reports of this most recent revelaletter to
tion be wrote a
Representative A. Mitchell Palmer
directing Palmer to go before the
Democratic members of the House
Judiciary Committee and urge that
the single, term legislation be dropped. This wat' despite a plank in
Democratic platform, insetted
Jennings Bryan at the
Baltimore convention in 191 2,
ten-pag-

"We lavor a single presidential
to that end urge the
adoption of an amendment to the
Constitution making the president
ineligible to
and we
pledge the candidate of this convention to this principie."
Whatever was done with the bill
alter li.it it matters not, because it
suffices to say that the resolution
was never passed and in the session just closed has not been
term
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C. S.

Ranch

Ships Bulls
To Utah
The C. S. ranch last weel ship
ped 45 yearling Hereford bulls to
Bluff,

On November 16
The twelve federal reserve banks
the new banking system will be
opened for business on November
of

16.

Secretary McAdoo, authorized
by the currancy act to name the
opening date, made the announcement. Hit choice of the sixteenth
was made despite the fact that the
directors and governors of the
twelve banks in a recent conference in Washington voted 37 to 35
against opening on that date ?nd
expressed their preference for November 30.
In making the announcement,
Mr. McAdoo declared he had reach-e- d
bis decision alter discussion
with the federal reserve board, and
because of the emergency conditions in the south, in the belief that
the opening of the banks will be
a
helpful there and will benefit
in all sections of the country.
In a statement issued, the secrr- tary made it clear that under the
new syatem the lederal government will be able by deposits from
the general lund of tbe treasury in
reserve banks to aid producers of
staples.
V

busi-net-
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.

Open Again
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Federal Reserve
Banks Will Open

Drug Store

sixty-secon- d

Utah, where they will be
turned out with a herd of cows to
improve the grade and quality of
live stock in that ssction. The
bulls were shipped from Springer
and the price received therefore is
not made public, however it is giv
en out that a (ancy figure was re
ceived. The C. S. Ranch is noted
throughout the west and southwest
for its high grade of cattle that it
raises and hundreds of bulls are
sold each year to cattle growers in
all sections for breeding purposes.

Party Leaders
Forecast A Big
Republican Victory
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Girl Shot In

Dr. Lewis

The Nose By

New Pastor
Tolby Church
Tbe bishops of the Metbodist
church have exchanged Rev. H.R.
Mills of Tolby Memorial church,
Cimarron, with Dr. J. Andrew
Lewis of Guyandotte church. Hunt
ington, W. Va. Rev. Mills will
occupy the pulpit of Guyandotte
church and Dr. Lewis is to have
charge o tbe local Methodist parish. The departing minister came
from Huntington two years ago
where he served the Central church
a number of years.
Dr. Lewis is a graduate ot De
Pauw university, and comes to this
city well recommended and tbe
He is a reputbest ot credentials.
ed lecturer and has traveled exten
sively for Lyceum bureaus lectur
ing on different subjects. He has
been in educational work, platform
lecturing and the pastorate; bis
coining to Cimarron will be highly
appreciated by all who are connect
ed or otherwise interested in Methodist church work. Dr. Lewis and
his family will arrive here the latter part of this week to take up his
new duties.
Rev. Mills who has had charge
ol the local church tbe past two
years, has many warm friends in
Cimarron who regret to see his departure together with his family.
The church has grown wonderfully
under his guidance and it is due to
bis incessant work that tbe increase is noticeable. He was popular with all classes who have come
to respect him as a man among
men.
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Her Sister

The 5 year old daughter of Pablo Garuvled and wife, was accidentally shot last week by an older sister when the two were playing with a loaded

22 rifle in the
of tbe two asked

yird. Tbe eldest
tbe younger one if she should shoot
her, and upon replying that she
could not hit her, the little girl
holding tbe rifle blazed away.
The bullet penetrated tbe little
girl's nostril, knocked out several
teeth and came out in the roof of
her moutb. While the child is
pain tbe
suffering considerable
prove
fatal,
did
not
wound
bullet
and is recovering as rapidly as can
be expected under tbe circumstanc
es. Had the bullet struck a little
higher the life of the little child
would have been snuffed out.

ment. Some of the stock which is
low and run down will be replenished at once.
It was believed that local parties
were to purchase the stock, but
this proved to be erroneous when
the sale was held. There is every
reason to believe that this establishment is a paying institution
when tun properly.

Boy Injured;
Cow Steps

In His Face
Orville, the 9 year old son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Gimson, was
seriously injured Sunday, October
18, which may cost him the sight
of his left eye. The bov was plav-inwith his playmate in company
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89 Delegates Less

head thia fall ano the bulk of bis
shipments are yet to be made.
Other cattle men have herds in
close proximity to tbe stock yards
and it is believed that some of their
stock will be shipped to market to
day in conjunction with tbe Heck
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1
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The bitter fight waged since 1880
reduce tbe representation of
southern states in national republican conventions has been won.
Charles D. Hilles, chairman of
the republican national committee,
has announced that the call for the
convention of 1916 would be on tbe
new basis, which reduced the number of delegates by eighty-ninMostof this loss falls on the south.
Tne plan, proposed at tbe annual meeting of the national committee 1. Washington last December, was made effective, Mr. Hilles
said, through its ratification by
conventions in states which cast a
majority of votes in the present
electoral college. Every state convention held since last December
gave its assent to tbe plan except
in Texas which rejected it.
In the next national convention
the delegates from Alabama will
be reduced by eight, Arkansas by
three, Florida, four; Georgia, thirteen; Louisiana, eight; Mississippi
eight; New York, two; North Carolina, three; South Carolina, seven;
Tennessee, three; Texas, sixteen;
Virginia, eight; Hawaii, four; Por- to Rico, two and tbe Philippines,

State

The total amount appropriated
for these three yean was 94,350,
the total expended was f; ,.
but 68, 105.85 of tbi was made
ud by fees collected and at tbe
aame time an unexpended balance
of 18,938.07 was turned back in
to tbe state treasury.

Sin-not-

g

with his at his home when tbe dog
suddenly chased a cow with the
boys in immediate pursuit. Tbe
cow running at breakneck speed
around a fence turned on being
frightened by tbe dog knocking
Corporation
the boy down and stepping on bis
face.
Tbe eyeball was pressed out of
On
Commission
its socket and tbe eyelid torn off,
as well as bruising his face someA Paying Basis what. Tbe optic nerve was severed which may cause tbe loss of bis
boy is resting nicely
That the corporation commission sight. The
within
a
few days will be takand
years
an
at
has eea run tor three
en to Denver where an eye specialexpense to the state of only
huge unexpended ist will be consulted.

balancea of the corporations were
turned back by it into tbe ftate
treasury, it apparent from figures
made public recently. This is the
more remarkable, as the commission assumed not only the bulk of
the work that formerly fell to tbe
secretary of state and the insurance
department, but bad to equip its
offices at tbe start from its own
alone funds.

The publicity bureau of the re
publican committee has figured out
estimates of tbe vote to be cast on Bernalillo counties, where
November. 3, It is asserted tha tbey bad strength twa and tour
the total vote will be 53,000 of years ago, has returned to the rewhich not more than 3,750 will go publican fold. Tbe committee fto the progressive candidates and igures a plurality of not less than
these derived mostly from the dem 7500 for Hernandez, and not lest
ocratic ranks as according to the than 1500 clear majority. Colfax
republican leaders, tbe great bulk county will give a republican maof tbe progressives in Sandoval and jority of not less than 300.

The stock, furniture and fixtures
the Cimarron Drug company
was sold Saturday to a party in
Raton for a consideration of ap
proximately 1500. The drug store
will be opened some time this week
by a registered pharmacist who is
to) have charge of tbe establishof

How the Underwood tariff law
gave free bagging and cotton ties
to tbe cotton growers of tbe South
and left the duty on wool bagging
and wheat sacks so much used in
the wheat and wool growing sections of the North and West was
brought forcefully to the attention
of the house of representatives the
other day by Representative
Republican of Oregon.
Representative Sinnott represents a district in wbieb sheep and
wheat fields abound, and in referring to the fact that the Democrats
in congress bad refused free wool
bagging and wheat sacks for bis
section, be produced tbe undisput-abl- e
evidence that Oscar Underwood, majority leader, has boasted
in Alabama of having saved the
Southern farmers 5,000,000 by
placing cotton bagging and cotton
ties on the free list. This boast
was contained in a campaign book
circulated freely by Mr. Underwood in bis memorable contest for
the senatorial nomination against
R. P. Hobson.
Representative Sinnott said:
"Yes, Mr. Speaker, tbe item is
in tbe Underwood bill. Free wheat
sacks and free wool bagging denied
to tbe North and tbe West, tree
cotton bagging and free cotton ties
given to the constitueuts of the
gentleman from Alabama for campaign thunder and arguments in a
senatorial contest in Alabama accounts, for five or six million dollars of deficits in our revenue,
which we must now supply with a
war tax."

Matt Heck Ships
Many Cattle To Texas
Matt Heck is today shipping a
large number of steers to Texas
where they will be fattened during
the winter for market. He has
Contracted for the delivery of 3000
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CIMARRON

TIDE OF BATTLE UNCHANGED
Allies and Gtornums Struggle Without Host Along
French and Belgian Channel Const German!
Heno Vigor of Attack on Lino From
Ostend to Holfort.

SLAVIC

VICTORY

Austrc-Germa-

Army Forced to

n

According to trustworthy accounts
fresh troops brought up by the Germans hsve enabled them to deliver
attacks with increased vigor on the
French right wing In Bastera France,
where the battle has been of a ding
dong character, with alternate gains
and losses.
Rueelans Victorious.
In the present battle on the River
Vistula, from Warsaw sooth to the
River Puica, the Russians have scored
an Important victory In driving the
Germans back and have captured
many prisoners, besides guns and ammunition. But the defeated army,
when it gets back to Its selected position, can entrench and start another
siege battle such as that which occurred on the River Aisne, in France.
Southward of the Pillea the Germans
still hold the River Vistula except In
front of the fortress at Irangorod.
where they were driven back by attacks from that stronghold.
Austrians Active.
The Austrian army, which was so
often described as routed and destroyed In the battles of Galicia, has
sprung into life igaln and is attacking
the Russian left .vlng. The Austrians,
however, apparently have found an
Impenetrable barrier at the River San,
nortli of Paroslau.

Retreat From Warsaw, Poland, Reports Say, but
Fight is Stubborn.

FOOD

FOR

BELGIANS

American

Relief
Committee Gete
Material! to Feed Starving Millions in Little Kingdom-Ot- her
Countrlee Help.

(Summary of Events.)

t

The Un mans have undertaken

general offensive movement
aloug the line extending from the
mouth of the River Yaer on the
North Hea, to the River Metis?,
and while they have compelled
the Alliea to give ground in some
placen, they themselves have lost
positions in others.

German Loases Heavy.
Generally, howéver. there is little or
The defeat of the Germans In Westno change In the situation, the lines
swinging and swaying as they have ern Poland attains the dimensions of
done for weeks.
Although It is now a rout official reports from petrograd
say. The German losses have been
Just two months since the Allies con- so gigantic
that now two great armies
froncentrated on the Franco-Uelgla-

and the feeding of the mullóos of persons remaining In Belgium, whose Industries are paralyzed.
London's streets and parks are full
of Belgian officers and soldiers, some
of whom have been wounded. Others
among them became seps rated from
their commands and Joined the exodus
of refugees. The Belgian legaron has
Issued Instructions to all the able
bodied men to rejoin the army.
The principal Brussels, newspaper,
the Independence Beige, has begun
publication in London Its editor says
that the Belgians fleeing from their
country will never return If It remains
under German rulo, and that a large
proportion of the exiles are looking
forward to making their homes In the
United States when they can obtain
funds to go there.
Women and Babies Starve.
The food situation In Belgium Is becoming absolutely critical.
Already
more than half a million persons are
being assisted by means of bread lines,
according to the American committee's report, there being more than
three hundred thousand of these persons In Brussels alone. The snpply of
food for these bread stations. It Is estimated,
ni not last more than a
week longer. It la expected that the
number of persons requiring relief
will Increase to a million within a
month.

The committee has been advised by
Brand Whltlock. American minister to
Belgium, that there are seven million
people facing starvation In Belgium,
and the country imports 60 per cent
of its food. Imports have ceased entirely, and the country has been denuded of Its accumulated crops.
Food for Belgians.

The American commission for Belgian relief has received from the Belgian minister In Ixmdon
milf
lion dollars taken from the Belgian relief funds entrusted to the minister.
The commission is now purchning
food and suplies with this money.
Seven thoucand frozen sheep contributed by the Australian colonies,
now on the way to London, will be
transferred to the American commission, and Walter Hlnes
Page lias
turned over to It $50,000 received from
Robert De Forest. The Belgian minister has notified the commission that
the shipment of suplies from the
Orooklyn women's war relief cornmlt-'eand also the funds raised in the
I'nlted States will be entrusted to the
jommlsslon when It arrives.
Italians Land In Albania.
A company of Italian murines have
landed at Avlona. Albania. The Italian
infantry, stationed
at Lacoa, is said to be ready to embark for Avlona. It Is stated that
telephonic communication with other
parts of Albania has been severed In
order to prevent the spread of the
news of the landing.
Italy and Greece Near War.
Anarchy exists at Avlona, Albania,
according to the newspaper ; tórnale
d'ltalia, owing to the struggle between
the Christians and the Mussulmans. A
famine also adds to the difficulties of
the situation. The Giornale d'ltalia
says that
"Eplrote battal-lans,- "
which it says are Greek troops
disguised as Irregulars, are gradually
nibbling at the territory around Avlona, totally Ignoring the decisions of
the conference of London concerning
the Albanian frontier.
Heavy Guns at Tsing-Tau- .
The Japanese naval general Muff announces that the marine heavy artillery corpa Is engaged in the attack
upon Tsing-Tau- .
and that a part of the
Tapaneae fleet is keeping watch on
the enemy's warships hovering about
one-hal-

that have been operating as the principal attacking force against Warsaw
ars merged in disorder and numerically are far less than lialf the strength
The coup which brought about the
disaster was accomplished by Russian
cavalry, which, more than one hundred thousand strong, by forced
marches through the barren wastes
toward Thorn, managed to get past
the German line, which was composed
of Saxon and llanovarian troops. For
three days the Germans tried to stem
the move, but were unable to do effective work with their big guns.
Hardly any of their great shells exploded, nesrly every one falling and
imbedding itself deeply in the soft,
marshy soil without firing.
Wrecking Cattaro Forts.
A dispatch from Cetlnje says that
the nine forts about the Bay of Cattaro, in Dalmatla, are being hit constantly by shell from the new French
guns which have been placed on Mount
Loveen, and are gradually being destroyed. Only one fort attempted to
h
reply. The
fleet continues a successful bombardment, of
the outer fortifications.
Belgians a Homeless People.
The population of Belgium steadily
is becoming what a French writer
terms "a nation of exile."
The burden of this tragedy is falling
upon Great Britain, Holland
and
franco. Between three hundred thousand and four hundred thousand Belgians have crossed Into Holland and
equal numbers have flocked southward
Into France, while more than one hundred thousand have arrived on English
shores and thousands are continuing
to pour across the English Channel Hawaii.

tier to oppose the German advance,
and the invaders hav been almost to
Paris and back In the interval, va decisive battle has been fought. Neither
aide has destroyed or even partly destroyed an army. Even the Belgian
army earaped almost Intact after that
country was overrun by the Germana.
With Fury and Tenacity.
The battlea on land are being contested with a fury and tenacity which
would indicate that strategic importance is being attached to the positions held by the opposing armies.
When a town is reached, street fighting generally develops.
One side
gains an advantage only to lose it
when the other side brings up

Forty-sevent-

Heavy

Rains Along Coast.
Torrential ralna have been falling
recently near the scene of the coast
fighting, making the flat country a
aea.of mud, and this, with the network of canals, makes the movement

of German guns extremely difficult.
The Germane, however, are atlll
bringing up
a message from Amsterdam saying that
troops are steadily moving westward
between Weterend and Termonde to
ward the French frontier.
It was
added that the men were of aU age
and were accompanied by heavy guns,
supposedly for Ostend.
German Attack Severe.
The German attack has been particularly severe in the West, where
their right wing, strongly
by rresh troops. Is attempting an advance against the Belgians who are
holding the Allies' extreme left. This
left rests on the coaat and Is supported kg Kngllsh and French warships
troops, which
and by Anglo-Frencform a front extending from a point
aowewhere In the vicinity of Oixmude.
southward to La Basse Canal. Both
sides claim successes, but (he French
alone admit that In places they have
been compelled to fall back

Anglo-Frenc-

daily

While their eventual reparation or
absorption Into the populations of
other countries looms on the horizon
as one of the greatest problems In
modern European history, the question of today is the care of the exiles

e

h

The Boer Revolt Broken.
In South Africa, the rebellion
of
Colonel Maritz against the British. haB
been virtually broken up. Another lot
of officers and men have been captured, while others have surrendered
voluntarily to the African
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Men who watch their
VISITS COLORADO pennies
are learning that

TEUTONADVANCE
BOTH SIDES FLING LIVES AWAY
IN CRUCIAL BATTLE TO HOLD
THE STRAITS OF DOVER.

TALKS
AT THREE DIFFERENT
MEETINGS WHILE IN DENVER MONDAY.

SACRIFICE IS APPALLING

WOMEN HOLD RECEPTION

VERDUN
DEFENDERS TO HOLD
GIANT SIEGE GUNS FROM
FRENCH FORTRESS.

MARSHALL MAKES SPEECHES AT
COLORADO SPRINGS AND
PUEBLO.

Npapr

Wiitwn
Ualon Miwi Sarvtr.
Loudon. OcL 27. The battle for the
Straits of Dover, one of the most sanguinary of the war, Is continuing with
unabated fury, but thus far without
either side gaining any decided advan-

tage.

The Germans, who

at terrible cost
lire succeeded last Saturday In
crossing the Yser between Nleuport
and Ulxmude, have not been able to
make further progress, as the allies,
according to a report of the German
general headquarters, arc obstinately
defending their positions.
It is the same further south around
Armentieres, Lille, La Bassee and Arras. The opposing armies are delivering fierce attacks, gaining or losing a
few miles or less of grourd with sacrifices In Ufe that are i.ppalling.
The
whole countryside is fairly reeking
with the blood of thousands of killed
or wounded. In the towns and villages
with which the country Is crowded, and
most of which have been laid In ruins
by the artillery, most desperate fighting has occurred when the cavalry and
Infantry come Into contact. Both sides
speak of the heavy losses they have
imposed on their adversaries but say
nothing of their own dead or wounded.
The British fleet which did such execution in bombarding the German
flanks as they advanced along the
coast, seems to have withdrawn. The
Germans say this waa because their
artillery was beginning to reach the
ships. The belief Is expressed here,
however, that the fleet will be able to
render untenable German occupation
of any part of the Belgian or French
coasts. The opinion also Is expresced
here that the operations of the allied
vessels In the North Sea, off the Belgian coast and in the vicinity of the
Straits of Dover, may cause the German fleet to come out and give battle.
In navai circles here It is considered
that the German submarines, although
they have proved deadly to ships
steaming slowly, will not be so effective against ahlps steaming and maneuvering at high speed and in shallow
waters, as the British monitors and
their auxiliaries have been doing.
There is some talk of the Germans
bringing their
guns to
the coast to use against the allies' warships, but the British sailors are credited with saying that their vessels can
prevent these guns being put In position. They claim that, even though
they be mounted, they will not be so
deadly against a
target, aa
they were against the stationary torta,
which they destroyed so easily.
struggle is
While this
going on In the west, the French have
become more active in the east, along
the Alsatian border, and are said to
be making preparations and getting
honors In view of possible attacks by
the Germans, with their big howitzers,
on the Belfort fortress.
in

g

Miles Long.
Battle Line Sixty-siParis. The following official communication was issued in Petrograd:
"The combats upon the routes leading to Petrokoff and Radom have assumed the character of a great battle,
of which the front extends over 66
miles, from Rawa to Nowemiasto and
Blalobrzegl as far aa the mouth of the
river Ujanka. The evening of OcL 34
north of Rawa we attacked the
at the point of the bayonet, inflicting upon them considerable losses.
In the village of MorchJIdlo alone we
btyied over 700 Germans In a bayonet
combat near the village of Mazammer-eff- ,
we captured two batteries of machine guns.
along the
"We have progreaaod
rpute from Nova to Alexandria,
where we captured numerous prison-er- a
und cannon. The stubborn resistance of the Austrians in Galicia is
weakening, and our troops are making
vigorous progress In the region south
of Sambor and Staromiaato, where we
took eleven cannon and many caissons. The entire valley of the river
Spyrne ia covered with bodies of the
enemy, estimated to aggregate at least
x

V
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El!
bUtuatad on the high bill ax Uie right of the photograph la the as oat Important of the Oennan forts a
Talng Ta. China.
U la also a signal station- - Ths entire hill Is cowed wtth iatrtaate entranahinenis sad that
for big guns are atewerly conooaJed
so far, has suuk or captured twenty lands offer almost Infinite choice oi
British vessels in the Indian ocean, movement to the enemy's ships. In
SEARCH SEAS FOR ENEMY and the Karlsruhe, which has lakeu spite of every effort to cut off thelt
thirteen British ships In the Allantie coal supply, it has hitherto been main
The atatement says:
tiiii.ed by one means or another. Ia
"Searching for these vessels and the face of increaalng difficulty the
More than seventy
i. mío n
working In concert under various discovery and destruction of these few
are hunting the eight or nine commanders-ln-cblc- f
aro approxlmate- - enemy cruisers therefore Is largely a
Atly seventy British, Australian. Japan- matter of time, patience and good
German cruisers at large in the
lantic, Pacific and Indian oceans, seek- ese. French and Russian cruisers, not luck. The public should have conn
ing to destroy them, according to a Including auxiliary cruisers. Among lenco that the commanders-in-chie- f
atatement Issued by the admiralty, these are a number of the fastest Brit und the experienced captains serving
outlining the steps that are being lsh cruisers.
under than are doing all that Is pos
tak-- n to protect commerce.
The hunt
"The vaat expanses or seas aad slble and taking the best steps U
ad cruiser? Include the Eiadeu. which, orean and the many thousands of Is bliug the enemv tt. r.etlnq."
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reception.

His second speech had nothing
do with parties or politics. It was

the Albany hotel at a recaption
dered Mrs. Marshall under the

to
at

tenaus- -

MODERN

d

WAR

MERCIFUL

IS

Under Existing Conditions the Wounded Are Given a Fair Chanos
to Recover to Health.
A general Impression Is that with
powerful weapons of great precision
greater loss of life and greater pain
ara caused. The view Is almost certainly Inaccurate. The modern bullet, says the Scotsman, unless It Is of
d
the
type, la on the whole
merciful, and either kills outright or
gives Its victim a fair chance of recovery. It doea not as a rula, mutilate.
The ambulanoe corpa was practically unknown 60 years ago, and not
only Is aid brought mora rapidly to
the wounded, but it la tar more affective than In the pre-Ltor days.
Rapidity of conveyance has Increased
beyond all comparison. In the present war It Is true to say that in many
cases men have been lying In a British hospital within 24 hours of receiving their wounds. If the risk of
being hit Is greater, the chances of
recovery from injury have been Immensely Increased.
soft-nose-

is

THOMAS R. MARSHALL.

pices of the Democratic women of Denver, but attended by women of all parties invited to meet the wife of the
vice president.
Monday evening the vice president
waa the principal speaker at a Democratic rally In the Auditorium.
The firing of nineteen guns, the official salute of the vice president, signaled his welcome to the city of Denver.
His arrival marked the first
visit to Denver by a vice president
since "l 906, when Vice President
who served in that office under
President Roosevelt, officiated at the
laying of the cornerstone of the Y. II.
Fair-hank- s,

C. A. building.

Mr. Marshall's last visit to Denver
was in 1006, when he was a member
of the Indiana delegation in the Democratic national convention which nominated William Jennings Bryan.
The vice president left Denver for
Colorado Springs, where he spoke
Tuesday afternoon at the Temple theater and In the opera house at Pueblo
Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Carman Released Under Ball.
New York. Mrs. Florence Carman
left the county court house in Brooklyn Monday afternoon a free woman.
She was released on $26,000 ball, following the failure of the jury which
tried her for murder to reach an agreement It is generally understood that
she will not be tried again
U. 3. TRADE ASSURED

FREEDOM.

May Be Carried Ever to Belligerent Nations.
Washington. Great Britain, in two
notes presented to the State Department by British Ambassador Sir Cecil
Cotton

,

defined her attitude toward commerce between neutral countries as one of rigid endeavor to give
every security possible In the Interest
of trade.
Great Britain will be guided by the
American doctrine of continuous voyage or "ultimate destination," in respect to commerce between neutral
countries in articles generally known
as conditional contraband.
Absolute contraband, embracing munitions of war, Is always subject to
1,000.
"The precipitate flight of the Ger- seizure and careful examination when
mans eontlnues They are evacuating carried In neutral ships.
Cotton, which Is specifically menLodz, 75 miles southwest of Warsaw,
They made an unsuccessful attempt to tioned by Great Britain aa neither abarrest the offensive Russian move- solute nor conditional contraband, cau
be ahlpped in neutral vessels not only
ment by clinging to positions at
from which, however, they to neutral countries, but to all belligerents without molestation.
were dislodged, with heavy losses."
Mounts for Soldiers at Fort Worth.
Girl 17, Man 27; Commit Suicide.
Fort Worth, Tex. Five thousand
Lying
Milwaukee.
beside a casket war horses, It was estimated, were
truck at a caaket company's garage held here awaiting delivery to the
here was found the body of Anna Leo- French and English army commissions
pold, 17, a bullet wound in her bead. which have been busy bere for several
Sitting at the wheel of the caaket weeks.
truck, one hand gripping the wheel,
First Snow In Central states.
was the body of Fred Obler, 27 an
Chicago. The first real snow of the
employe of the company. There waa
bullet-wounIn the season In the central states was rea powder-scarreSuperior region
ported In the
right side of his head. A
revolver and a bottle of poison lay Monday. At Green Bay, Wis., there
near the hand of the dead man. Both waa snow, and a minimum temperature of W.
victims left directions for burial.
d

chance to enjoy 20 real
15 cent cigarettes at a
price only slightly more
than they pay for 10.

Denver. Vic
President Marshall
made his first Colorado speech at
o'clock Monday afternoon, after his arrival In Denver Monday morning. It
was Impromptu and delivered only to
"fellow Democrats" at the Democratic
Club, where he met several hundred
members of the party at an informal

Gar-ma- ns

Í

FATIMA gives them a

Sprtng-Rlce-

Pajamas for the Destitute.
Hoboes oared tor next winter at the
municipal lodging houses In SL Louis
will wear pajamas, if the plan of Director of Public Welfare Tolkaos are
suooessfuL

The pajamas will not he fancy and
will not contain ribbons and elaborate
trimmings, but they will be servio

able.

The night garments probably

will be made of material similar to

that used for overalls and Jumpers.

The purpose of the pajamas equipment la to provide the lodgers with
oovertngs during the night, while their
olothlng la being sterilised. The ota
used are of steel, and no bed clothing
is furnished.
Sxpeneee Cut Down.
We must admit that the oost of living Is rather high," said the campaign
adviser.

"Well," replied Senator Sorghum,
"we must do something with the money. We can't buy votes with It any
mora." Washington Star.
A maid of twenty tries to act like a
widow of forty, a widow of forty tries
to act like a maid of twenty and
there you are.

The "Meat
of Corn
the sweet centers of choice
Indian com; cooked,
seasoned
just right rolled thin as paper
and toasted until they become

golden brown (lakes
and delicious

crisp

I

That's why

Post
Toasties
are better than

ordinary

"coin

flakes."

Toasties are packed in

an

inner container inside the
familiar, yellow
tight-seale-

d,

keeps the food fresh
carton
and crisp for your appetite

Superior
Corn Flakes
old by Grocers.
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recent divorce cate tbe Judge,
INIn questioning
the husband about
hla treatment of bla wife, aaked
whether be wai 09 the habit of making
her Cbriatma8 or birthday preaenta, of
bringing her flowers, confectionery or
other gifts occasionally. "No," the
husband replied, "I am sorry to say I
never did. I always paid her bilis
without qtMstton, and thought that
was all I should do, but I see aow I
was mistaken, that It did not take the
place of my buying things and taking
them home to her myself. It was a
mistake."
Many practical people think thai
sentiment is a sign of weakness: that
xuch thing belong only to silly people. It In a sad day in any married
woman's life when ahe can aay: "Dear
me, it la not half so much tun to be
a wife as U was to be a sweetheart.
do nut begin to get the presents,
treats and little attentions I used to.
It is a great pity when a husband
gradually ceases to be attentive In
little things; when he neglects to
bring home flowers or little gifts to
his wife, as he did before marriage.
It is a great shock In a woman's life
when she begins to realize that romance Is dying out; that her husband
is always too tired to go anywhere
with her In the evening; too busy to
take her ror a little outing; that his
mind is always on his business; that
he who was once so generous with
ber talks poverty, telling ber that be
cannot afford this or cannot afford
tbat.
It does not take a great deal to
woman
make the average young
happy. It it not so much a question
of tbe amount of money spent on her
as the little attentions, the little courtesies tbat indicate thoughlfulness and
affection. It Is the Idea that she is In
her buBband's mind; that he has
taken pains to express his affection,
to make her happy, that pleases and
satisfies her.
A Judge of large experience saya
that one of the chief grievances of
women who come to him for relief
through divorce Is that their husbands
neglect them and their homes, giving
their minds so completely to their
business affairs that even when at
home they are only surly brutes with
whom the angels themselves could not
lead happy domestic lives.
Men as a rule are ao matter of fact
1'hey do not realize what a little
romauce and Rentlment mean to a
1

Th

m .

friend

or

em-

Splendid ability and many superb
traite often starve to death in a woman becaupe kite does not overcome
tba handicap of an offensive cianm r
or disagreeable personal habits. No
matter how able, how honest, hbw in
dustrlous she may be, or what splendid qualities she may possess, if a
girl does not have an agreeable, an
attractive manner, a pleasing personality, she will not attract her friends,
and people will avoid ber.
Rmployers prefer girls with leas
ability but with pleasing manners. It
Is human nature to love sunshine
and harmony and we gravitate towards agreeable, sunny, kindly people.
Many girls seem' to think that fine
clothes are a good substitute for a
pleasing manner, but the sunny,
agreeable, pleasing girl often gets a
good position when tbe girl who
dresses much better, but who has a
repellent manner, loses it.
I
have In mind a young girl or
splendid ability and exceptionally
attractive personality who applied for
an Important position in a very large
concern. There was no vacancy or
likely to be any In the position desired, but she made such a profound
impression upon the proprietors that
they created a new position for her.
and paid her a large salary. One of
tbe proprietors afterwards said that
he could not afford to let the girl
get away from them, for they considered the human element, the personal element, their greatest business
asset.
The firm in question prides Itself
on the superior personality of all its
employees. It admits that a large percentage of the salaries of many of tbe
workers Is paid not purely for ability,
but for the desirability and attractive-neaof the employee's personality.
They value this because an attractive personality has the power to
make friends and to draw patrons
for the house, and, notwithstanding
the fact that they owe their success
largely to the exceptional quality of
their products and the excellence of
service, they say that their large business is due even more to the personality of their employees.
career
The greatest factor
la the personal one. Tour personality
will count more than anything else.
Your chief .assets are locked up In It.

Uplift Talks
By ORISON 8WKTT

acquaintance,

ployee.

INDIAN

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

ACCUSED

Cattle.

Hogs.
7.2507.40
Sheep.
Lambs
Kwtis

$6.6007.25
4.0004.70

v.

Yearlings
Wethers
Feeder lambs, F.P .R
Feeder ewes, F. P. K
Breeding ewes

5.254! 5.88
4.75415.25

6.2506.85
3.8003.90

Hay.
(F. O. B. Denver, Carload Price.)
Colorado upland, per ton . .11.50012.50
Nebraska upland, per ton 9.00010.00
Second bottom, Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton 9.00010.00
.Í4.OO015.OO
Timothy, per ton
8.00
7.00
Alfaira, per ton
13.00
South Park, choice, per ton.
San Luis Valley, per ton.. 9.00 10. 00
Gunnison Valley, per ton. . 11.00 '12.00
4.00
3.50
Straw, per ton
Grain.
Wheat, choice milling. 100 lba... 1.47
1.25
Rye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs
1,55
Idaho oats, sacked
1.55
Nebraska oats. Hacked
Corn chop, sack
1.48
Corn, in sack
100
Bran. Colo., 100 lbs

Rather.
of precious stones
Into New York is perhaps one of the
liveliest of "live" industries in spite of
all the efforts of tbe authorities to
stop it. Rome of the tricks employed
seem to touch the limit of human InFlour.
genuity. Perhaps the cleverest trick Standard Colo., net
In this line cleverest because the
simplest stands to the credit of a
Dressed Poultry.
Chicago man.
Commission.
Less 19
He would buy $1110.000 worth c.f dia- Turkeys, fancy D. P
19
and
In
or
Amsterdam,
monds
London
Turkeys, old Toms
a
wall
panel
of the
hide tiiem behind
Turkeys, choice
of his cabin. On the shlp'a arrival at Hens, large
Cute

The smuggling

tk

AT

i

:

c

1

y

0 5.00

4.50

Hens, small

Broilers
Springs

2.41

021

14
14
16

Boosters

9
18

010
019

12
11
9

014

12
10

Live Poultry.
Commission.
10

Hons, fancy
tens, small
Brollera
Springs
Rooster
Turkeys,

13
10
17
14
6

I

or over

10-l-

Ducks, young
Ducks
Geese

14

11

018

16

00187

....16

01 J

12

10
10

9

9

Eggs.
Ekks. graded
O. B.

No. 1.

ME SC A LE RO IN

JAIL AT

STATE NEWS
OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

TELLS WOMEN

PEOPLE

Wttm

Nw npepr Union Nn'H 8ttIc.
DATKS FOR COMINO KVKMTS
Nov. 2.1 if.
Meeting State Teachers'
at Albuquerque.

Asiuclatlon

How She Was Helped During
Change of Life by Lydia EL
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

The farmers have 1.500 cars of hay
Wtrn
the In storage at Roswell.
famous Indian band of old Gerónimo
The Melrose section has shipped
Philadelphia, Pa. "Iamjutt52y
Is In Jail here charged with killing his 30,000 bushels of wheat of this year'a
of age and during Change of Life Í suf
crop.
wife In a most remarkable manner
fered for tlx years
by Jerking her by the hair and breakThe San Miguel county tax levy has
terribly. I tried seving her neck. Joe Boheda. a Mesca-ler- been cut five mills under last year's
eral doctor bat none
Indian was brought In charged rate.
teemed to give me
with committing the murder, about
C. Estes hgs become the owner
any relief. Every
three miles west of Capitán. Accord- of J.Han Juan
valley ranches containing
month the pains were
ing to what Information can be gath1,000 acres.
Intente in both sides,
ered, there were three of the Indian
and made me to
The county road board at Santa Fe
in a party, going by wagon from Capiweak that I had to
levy for new bridges
ta u back to Mescalero. The man Joe wonts a two-migo to bed. At last
Tioheda and his wife, whose name was and fixing roads.
a friend recommenTbe
as nearly as It can be apSan
Juan district nearly
ded Lydia K. rink-haproached In English, after a few swamped the postal service by the
'1 Vegetable
began quarreling shipment of fruits by parcel post.
drinks of
Compound to me and I tried It at once
over the ownership of some horses,
E. H. Sulazar, receiver of the laud end found much relief.
After that I
tho woman claiming that Hoheda had office at Fort Sumner and a
had no paint at all and could do my
been abusing them. The man became
newspaper man, died at Al boutework and thopping the tame
enraged and grabbed his wife by the buquerque.
as always. For yean I hare praised
hair, jerking her head sldewise and
community of Taoe will. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
the
rhat
aha fell (lend, with a broken neck. Af- by
December or January, have com pound for what It haa done for me,
ter the killing the other woman, pleted
e
road, was the and shall always recommend It aa a woIts
known as Lucy Blake, went to a near- statement of F. T. (iieethani of the man's friend. You are at liberty to use
by ranch and got assistance In placmy letter In any way. "Mrs. THOMSON,
northern county.
ing the IkkIv into the wagon and drove
Complaints are again being made of 649 W. Russell St, Philadelphia, Pa.
on to Mescalero with the body. Sam
Change of life ia one of the most
A. Blocker, rorest ranger In the Indian a young man who is indulging his
service came over to court in charge curiosity In the affairs of others by critical periods of a woman '1 existence.
spying Into houses in a certain sec Women everywhere should remember
of the Indian witnesses and the luter-pthat there it no other remedy known to
ter. Sam Kenol, in their appear- tion of Santa Fe.
carry women ao successfully through
Patches of wheat In the Mountain
ance before the grand Jury. It Is unperiod at Lydia E. Pinkfaam'a
derstood that the accused claims that air district, eastern plateau of New this trying Compound.
Vegetable
per
yielded
Mexico,
forty
acre
bushels
piece
woman
of
on
strangled
a
the'
advice
dried meat. The accused as well an this year. Other patches ran twenty- If yon want
bushels.
write to Lydia K. Pinkham Medthe Int, rpr ter, were members of Ger- five to thirty-fivónimos hard, who were placed on the
Indians are leaving certain pueblos icine Go. (confidential), Lynn,
reservation last year, after being of the state In large numbers to begin Mass. Tour letter will be opened
brought from Oklahoma.
their. annual fall slaughter of deer and read and answered by a woman
other game, according to advices re- and held In strict confidence
Big Balances of State Institutions.
ceived by the game warden's office.
irESTgagptg rrx raBjaojaa
Santa Fe. Combined reports from
It has been suggested that Raton
rot msHiM ACHIS aWIiHiJ
all state Institutions for the quarter should have a good roads club, whose
ending July 30 have been made up by object should be to advocate and as- NO GREAT DEMAND FOR BOYS
the traveling auditor's office and show sist In the construction and maintenmany Interesting figures. For Instance, ance of good roads leading Into the Male
Children a Poor Second With
the state institutions have a bank bal- city.
Those Who Would Become
ance of $2iiO,400.45, which, les checks
Notice of Approval of List No. 5 of
Foster Parante.
outstanding and with the addition of lands selected by tbe state was recash Items, shows they have a bal- ceived at the federal land office at
"Tbe French are receiving in their
.
ance al the end of the quarter of
Fe. This amounts to a patent hornea refugees from Belgium and
Santa
Their receipts during the quar- to the state for some 38,741.94 acres northern France. The Germana are
ter were $192,866.11, the largest Blngle of land.
doing the same as regards the refuItem being the Morrill appropriation
The water Is out of tbe canal on gees from oriental Prussia."
and the next largest lump sum of
The speaker was a returned tourist
the Carlsbud project for the season
for tuition.
of 1914. 'It Is turned nut this early to He went on:
"Many French and German bous
permit the canals to dry out for the
Large Shipments of Sheep.
concreting of long stretches thlr fall holds bave neither room enongb nor
Ls VegaH. During the next ten and winter.
means enough to take In a whole famdaya or two weeks there will be a
ily. They mutt confine themselves to
hus
appointed
McDonald
Governor
ot
shipment
ir.0 cars of sheep out of
one child. Well, they Invariably bid
.- Vegas.
This represents ubout 40 M. C. O'Hara on his staff as one of then for a little girl. They never want
governor
appointalso
his
aides.
The
per cent of the year's increase. In thkt
a boy.
section. The estimate Is made by the ed Mr. O'Hara as secretary-treasure- r
"I have seen In my travels several
I
Cruof
the as
dealera who annually raise the future of the board of control
hundred of these offers to take la
mutton and who operate chiefly In ces armory.
children and every blessed offer was
Mora and Guadalupe
San Miguel,
Mining for girls. What is tbe cause of tblsT
The Mountain Key Junior
counties. Tbe shipment will run Company, composed of Silver City and The canse must evidently be that
about 45,000 head and an approximate Pinos Altos people, has been formed girls are better behaved, more amiable
value would bo fully $110.000.
The to develop a group of seven claims at and nicer all around than boys.
other 60 per cent is mude up of 50 Pinos Altos, adjoining tbe famous old
"Tbe war, betides teaching me geper cent ewes and 10 per cent loes.
Mountain Key mine.
ography, has taught me that female
Harry Leslie Davis, charged with children stand miles higher In popular
Another Chapter in Connell Case
breaking a seal on an interstate esteem than male children. What's
f'arrlxoro. Ensebio Bntsuelas,' who freight car and taking tin automobile the trouble with us males T We'd bethas been in the employ of the Connell tire from the car, was convicted at ter look to ourselves."
family on their chicken
ranch for Santa Fe In the Federal Court after
year.-- , was found dead near the CouNot Particular.
the Jury had been out about an hour.
ncil home at Tularosu. There are ru
A prisoner In one of the Irish pólice
Angelo
next
his
Through
friend.
mors that his death was the result of
Mlchele Simone of Santa courts tbe other day was asked his ocfoul play, but no marks of violence are Suracenzo.
filed
Fe
suit for $7,50o against the cupation. He mentioned several callvisible. Mrs. Connell has been here u.
on ac- ings that be followed from time
Canyon Fuel Company
Stag
consultation with Attorney General count or injuries received by hini
Clancy, relative to the trial of James
"And among other things," inquired
while coupling tram cars on an InA. Porter, charged with the assasBlnu
the prosecuting lawyer, "do you pick
cline.
lion ot her hiiKlmnd. hut left Immedipockets?"
Beans are of fine quality and the
ately for ber home upon receiving
"No," be retorted; "I don't pick
yield per acre is exceedingly heavy. them. I just take them as they come."
word of Brusuelus' death.
Oats are good, also millet and sor
gliuin Maize Is fairly good and squash
Aztec Jail Breaker Taken.
You don't have to play poker with a
ztec. Sheriff Dufur returned with is the best quality and the quantity Is man to win his friendship.
fJOCD
OUle Collyer, who. with llughle Heal. abundant, according to reports
the Estancia valley.
broke from tbe Aztec jail.
Vnlon Nrwp Brrlct.
Carrlr.oxo, N. M. A member of
Nttwflpnprr

o

Jew-otln-

a

,

well-know- n

Taos-Callet-

special

e

$180,-243.76-

$31,-76.0- 1

.

net,

F.

Denver

24

Eggs, graded. No. 2, net, F.
O. B. Denver
Eggs, case count, less com-

mission

18

(.OO0Ü.9O

Butter.
Elgin

30
30
30
M
26

Creameries, ex. Colo., lb. ..
Creameries, ex. East., lb. . .
Creameries, 2d grade, lb . .
Procesa

Packing stock

Uta
Fruit.

Apples, Colo new, box
Peaches. Colo., box
Pears. Colo
,

....1.0001.7$
76

.90

1.5002.00

Vegetables.

.'abbage, Colo., cwt
Onions, Colo., cwt
Potatoes. Colo

500

.75

20

.30
.03

1.0001.8
UOdil.U

Celery. Colo., dos
Tomatoes, homegrown,
MISCELLANEOUS

lb.

..

MARKETS.

Lead and Spelter.
Louis. Lead.
$3.32

Rich Gold Strike at Pinos Altos.
Silver City- .- The news was brought
hen- of a fabulously rich gold strike
O. Mining Compuny
by both the C
operating the I Kingston mine at Pinos
Alton, and Wifclil aud Stauber. lea
sees of tbe Pacific mine, on adjoining
property. Coincident with tbe report.
there was brought to u bauk here a
consignment of gold ore said to be

aorth between
takeu from the Laugston
$12,000

$15,000.

mine

past week.
Girl Killed

03.37.

and

by

Fall in Well.

the.

of
Prof. Wulter Norton,
the Santa Fe Business collnge. has
been advised of the death at Asrh, a
town between Antwerp and Brussels,
Beecher,
of his on in law. Captain
while the latter was righting in the
armies ot the allies.
r
That the year 1914 will be a
ror the termers In the Ijia
Vegas section Is Indicated by the
fact that already over fifty carloads
of grain have been brought into Un
Vegas since this year's crop was harvested, for sale und shipment.
leming is to be a real metropolitan
city as evidenced by ihe action of the
city council In providing for a five-mitax to be levied for the purchase of a
triple combination automobile fire apA new fire alarm system
paratus.
will also be installed and an

d

1

;

Tone Up!
Not Drags
Food Does It

record-bruake-

IS
Ramirez,
Santa Pe.
Spelter $4.80.
years old, of this city, fell down a
seventy-fiv- e
foot well and broke her
Silver In London.
Miss llamirex was drawing a
neck
-per
32
London. Bar silver
bucket of water from the well when a
ounce.
sudden attack of dizzluess seized her
method planned to fight fire.
and she fell bead foremoet.
Price of Sugar.
Word has been received from CounMolasaes, $3.61;
New York.
ty superintendent Jose M. Moutaner ot
Taos Man Gets Federal Plum.
centrifugal, $! .'..
Taoh. - Word has been received heri Taos county thai his staff of Instructhat Pascual Martinez, of Taos, bas tors will send at least fifty represenWheat In Minneapolis.
Minneapolis
December, been notified of his selection by Pres tatives to ill meeting of the New
Wheat
Mexico Educational Association at Al$1.12; May, $1.17; No. 1 bard, $1.16; ident Wilson tor the diplomatic serv
re buquerque November $S46, and tbat
No. 2 Ice in one of the lat
No. 1 Northern, $1.1 i91. 14
he Instructors.
publics.
Northern. $1.08101.12.
he will accompany
The business men of the slate ara
Chicago Grain and Provision Priesa.
with the' Santa Fe Retnll Merchants'
Daylight Service.
Chicago.
Wheat No. 2 red, $1.13tt
Santa Fe- - The Colorado A South Association in the effort to get a
01.151,: No. 3 hard. $1.13401.15.
proper garnishment law through the
Corn No. 2 yellow, 75075o; em railroad has offered to continue legislature according to numerous letthrough
daylight
New
service
Its
8
yellow, 75H75c.
No.
to Texllne, and ters received by President Nathan SalOats -- No. 3 white, 8y409c; stand- Mrxlco, from Trinidad
night
Its
service when mon of the Santa Fe organization.
to
discontinue
50c.
ard, 49
Superintendent Bonifacio Moutoya
It makes tta usual winter reduction of
Rye No. 2, 93c.
system of Sandoval
through
The cor of the school
state.
this
facilities
Barley- - 5S07CC.
poratlou commission some time ago re county, has written the state educaTimothy $4.0006.10.
quested the continuance of both serv tion department stating that there It
Clover $11.00014.00.
tees and ta Jlscusaliig the matter of a scarcity of teachers for tbe Sandoval
county schools and that he can use
Pork $17.00.
accepting tbe railroad's proposition
or taking further steps for securing six or seven more good instructors fot
UaTftV $10.62.
Ribs- - $10 .5nt 11.60.
the term about to open.
the double service.

St.

MRS. THOMSON

-i-

16

Ducka
Geeae

KILLED

Member of Geronlmo's Band Charged
With Breaking Squaw's Neck
By Pulling Her Hair.

Beef ateera, corn fed, good
to choice
$7.26 7.75
Beef steers, corn fed, fair
to good
6.7607.26
Beef steers, grassers, good
to choice
7.0007.65
Beef steers, grasaera, fair
to Rood . 6.5007.00
i.v-.,
Heifers, prime, corn fed .. 6.6007.00
Cows and belters, com fed,
good to choice
6.2606.75
Cowa and heirera, corn fed
fair to good
5.7506.25
Cows and heifers, grsssers,
good to choice
5.7506.60
Cows and heifers, grassera,
fair to good
5.0006.75
Cows and heifers, grassera,
common to fair
3.75iii4.75
feeding cows
4.2506.25
7.OÓ09.OO
Veal calves
Bulla
4.5O0Ó.5O
Stags
6.0006.50
Feeders and stockers, Rood
to choice
6.6507.40
Feeders sttd stockera, fair
to choice
6.0006.65
Feeders and stockers. common to fair
5.0006.00
Good bogs

WOMAN

CARRIZOZO.

Wnturn Niwpnpi.r Union MtWt Barvla.
DENVER MARKETS.

nb U
If n
woman has a good home, enough to New York he would walk calmly
eat and good clothes to wear she ashore, leaving the stones behind him
ought to be satisfied, but these things In their hiding-place- ,
going
but
do not feed the most important elestraight to the booking office and enments in a wife. The feminine heart gaging the same cabin for the return
is the most difficult thing to nourish. vovage.
When the time came for
It does not feed upon things, however tbe vessel to sail he went on board
beautiful. Tha heart may starve in accompanied by his wire. The lady,
the midst of luxury, and it may thrive of course, must go to inspect ber hus
in a bovel where there Is not a car- band's cabin, and when at length tbe
pet on the floor or a picture on the bell rang and the lady walked ashore
wall.
with the rest of the visitors, her pockThere are multitudes of wives in ets were heavier by the weight of
this country today who do not really flOO.000 worth of diamonds. London
know the meaning of the word com- Tit Bita.
panionship. Their busbands pay their
billa, their physical wants are supLaughter In Supreme Court.
plier;, but their affections are not fed,
The Supreme court of the ITnlted
and tbelr hearts are starving for com- States is absolutely and indisputably
radeship. This is often the reason supreme when it comes to solemulty,
why so many wives seek elsewhere dreariness and gldoin.
People do not
the sympathy which their husbands laugh once a ear la that funereal-lookindeny them.
chamber. All you have to do
There must be romance in wedded ia to set foot inside of it in order to
life, constant expression of affection
understand that the dispensing of Jusand appreciation not only on the hus- tice is a heavy, ponderous and seriband's part, but on the wife's aa well, ous affair.
or the most affectionate nature will In
Not long ago, however, Mr. Justice
time grow Indifferent aud seek other Lurton made tbe lawyers, the auditors
interests.
and the other Justices laugh right out
loud.
A lawyer from the South was argua dinner in New York not long
concerning two secret fraago everybody at tbe tabla was ing a case
lodges.
obviously attracted to' a wonder- ternal
"May the court please," said tba
fully beautiful face belonging to a lady
heatedly, "the opposing lodge
lawyer
.
of about twenty-fiveShe seemed the not only got ..hold of our ritual and
personification of beauty and charm,
got our insignia add
grace and poise or character and used it, but also
mind, but the inatant she spoke she regalia."
"Just a monieut." Interrupted Judge
exhibited such a coarse, repulsive
Did they also get your goat?"
Lurton.
voice, such groeaness, and ber manner
Magaxlne.
Popular
and bad English were ao completely
out or keeping with her face that the
Regard for His Mother's Feelings.
remarkable Impression she had made
was dispelled.
Jokes about cheap motor cars are aa
Her symmetrical and
lie sands of the sea. but a Kanaas
attractive face was ber only recom
mendation, (irossness and Ignorance City traffic manager believes he baa a
new one. He met an old friend whom
back of It disillusioned us all.
Tbe most beautiful face in the world he had not seen for many months, and
will loae Its attractiveness tbe mo- aaked I im
"What are you dolug now?"
ment we see In the person auy sug"Selling motor cars," was the
gestion of coarseness or vulgarity, any
reply.
lack of refinement and culture.
of cars?"
kind
"What
to
be taught that
Every child ought
"Well, er tbe truth Is," he stama pleasing personality aud a charming
(delatad)
mered. "I am selling
manner are of Inestimable value to cara,
but I'd rather you wouldn't aay
everybody, and especially to a girl.
it.
don't want my
We Judge people by the earmarks anything about
mother to know he thinks I'm a bar
and signs which they exhibit, (very-bodis taken on bis manners. No lender."
matter what possessions you may
bave at home all that you have, so
Milk Looked Strange.
far aa strangers are concerned, is
A family living In South Chicago
what you show, what you exhibit in found a good deal of cream on a bottle
your manner, in your face, in your of milk which had been standing ovar
bearing, your personality.
night and wben the driver called In
The best of our wealth we always tbe morniug the pleused servant held
carry with Us. The triumph of char it up to the light and aald:
acter and a superb personality are
"Look here. I have never aeen. anyof Infinitely greater value than any thing like this before on your milk."
material possessions,. however great.
Tbe man looked at It for a moment,
If tbe impression you make is un- acratched his head and replied:
"Wall, I don't know what's tbe matfavorable people who meet you will
naturally Jump to tbe conclusion that ter, but you can throw It out and I'll
rou would not make a very agree-- give you a f re sii bottle in its placa."
U'tfo
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wholesome, appetizing
food that puts life and
vigor into one, but doesn't
clog the system.

Such a food is

Grape-Nut- s
The entire nutrition of

wheat and barley,

in-

cluding the vital minera!
salts phosphate of potash, etc.
Long baked, easily
digested, ready to eat; an
ideal food with cream or
milk, and fine in many
combinations.

"There's a Reason"
for
Grape-Nut- s
sold by Grocers.
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Cavalry Gave Good Account of Itself at Moris, Cutii
Through Much Heavier Mounts and Heavier Men Than Its
Personnel Contained Vivid Desc. tion of Naval En-

English

THK PINAL APPEAL
Next Tuesday, November
the voters have their sai
red duty to perform at the polling places of the countn.
This is, over and above all things the highest and most
important question that must and will be answered by you;
do vou want a government that yives you peace and prosperity or a government that throws you out of employment
and compels you to face starvation and stagnation? This
is the question that you must decide for yourself. Do not
blame all of this on the government; it is put there by you,
when yov vote for the democratic candidates. You have
had this experience the past two years.
Coming closer to home, there are striking illustrations
in Colfax county and Cimarron that will prove how the
present party in power has helped the laborer out of a
job. The coal mines are working half their forces; the
lumbering camps are working less than half their men and
the mill within the city limits runs two days a week with
a force of men cut down 75 per cent and the treating plant
closed altogether.
This is not political prejudice, it is a
cold hard fact that cannot be denied.
You, who still have a job will be fortunate if you keep
it under the present administration; and you who have lost
one, know what it is to get another in these trying times;
you must decide next Tuesday what you want. If you prefer to be out of a job, vote the Democratic ticket. This is
the only thing that party has accomplished successfully. It
stands on this record and appeals to youto support it on
this doctrine. It takes but one minute to vote, but you
will have two years in which to repent. Act accordingly.
Before another, issue of. the News is published the
'election will be a thing of the past and whatever the outcome will be, remember you must abide hf the decision.
HERNANDEZ AND OTHERS
B. C. Hernandez, Republican candidate for congress,
is a man of exceptional ability and one who can deliver the
goods at Washington. His opponents know that he will
be elected, hence their dirty work the past few weeks. He
will not deceive his constituents in congress, and the voters will make no mistake in giving him a big majority.
Hugh H. Williams, candidate for corporation commissioner, has served the state with credit to himself and the
people for three years.- His position calls for ability and
brains, and Mr. Williams has these and uses them to the
credit of those who have business to do with that office.
He is now better qualified than any of his opponents to fill
that important position.
Both Messrs. Skidmore and Taylor are the right kind
of men for the legislature. If elected, they will see that
yonr taxes will be lowered and that you will receive a
square deal. Their interests are yours and it would be
folly for them to promulgate legislation to your detriment.
Vote the Republican ticket straight, it will be for your
benefit and not for the political shysters'.
-

The democratic press

in

its utter attempt to

black-

mail the republican candidates, has failed to mention the
extravagance of sonic of their brethren officeholders who
have spent money lavishly since pulling down the plums.
One of the reasons why the taxes have been high, but
the press does not mention such little things. It dwells on
subjects which it cannot prove and laments because the
party is going down to defeat next Tuesday.

-

gagement

Off

London.
npncriiiniissloned
ficer In the drageons has sent to a
relative a line description of the work
being done by H. i h c::vnlry.
"All our men. In fact the whole
Rritlsh army, are as fit aa a fiddle, and
the lads are aa keen as mustard.
There la no holding them back. At
Mons we were under General
and horses and men positively
flew at the Oermans. cutting through
much heavier mounts and. heavier
men than ours. The yelling and the
dajth of the lancers and the dragoon
guards was a thing never to be forgotten. We lost very heavily at Mons,
and It Is a marvel how some of our
fellows pulled through and positively
frightened the enemy. We did some
terrible execution, and our wrlns
were feeling the strain of heavy riding
before aunset. With our tunica unbuttoned, we had the full use of our right
arms for attack and defense.
"After Mons, I went with a smnll
party scouting, and we again engaged
about twenty cavalry, cut off from
their main body. We killed nine,
wounded six, and gave chase to the
remaining five, who. In rejoining their
unit, nearly were the means of trapping us. However, our men dispersed
and hid in a wood until they fell In
with a squadron of the
and so
reached camp In safety. After that
a smart young corporal accompanied
me to reconnolter, and we went too
far ahead and were cut off In a part
of the country thick with uhlani
As
we rode in the direction of
two
wounded men were limping along,
both with legs damngeu. one from the
Middlesex and the other from the
Lancashire fuslleers, and so we took
them up. i
Cure's Grand Sportsman.
"Corporal Watherston took one be
hind his saddle and I took the other.
The men were hungry, and tattered to
ahreds with fighting, but in fine
spirits. We sodn came across a small
village, and 1 found the cure a grand
sportsman and full of pluck and hospitality. He seemed charmed to find
a friend who was English, and told
me that the Germans were dressed
In the uniforms of Itritlsh noldiern,
which they took from the dead atid
from prisoners In order to deceive
French villagers, who In many placea
in that district had welcomed these
wolves in sheep's clothing. We'were
warned that the enemy would be sure
to track ua to the village. The cura
said he would hide the two wounded
men in the crypt of his church and
put up beds for them. It has a secret
trap door, and was an ancient treasure house of a feudal lord, whose
castle we saw In ruina at, the top of
the hill close by.
"Then he hid away our saddlery
and uniforms In the roof of the barn,
and insisted upon our making a
of the tower of his church,
which was approached by a ladder,
which we wore to pull up to the belfry
as soon as we got there. He smuggled In wine and meat and bread and
cakea,
fruit and cigarettes, with
plenty of bedding pulled up by a rope.
We slept soundly
and the owls
seemed the only other tenants, who
resented our intrusion. No troops
passed through the village that night.
In the morning the cure came around
at six o'clock, and we heard him say
mass.
After that we let down the
ladder, and he came up with delicious
hot chocolate and a basket of rolls
A

of-

Chet-wod-

'

aad butter.
"Saviors of France."
"Our horses he had placed In difIt was economy for the governor to have special coun--- t ferent stables a mile apart, and put
French 'fittings' on them, so as to del when he stepped into office at a fancy salary?
The at- ceive
the enemy. He thinks we
until
ignored
the Republican well away from the main body of are
torney general was totally
the
army moving in fhe direction
legisture refused to make the necessary appropriation for Oerman
of Paris, but will not hear of our
the governor's pet scheme. And this is what the press leaving here for at least three days.
Ilut I cried, 'Cure, we are deserters!'
calls political corruption and boss rule.
The old man wept and said: 'Deserters ; np, no saviors, saviors; you
'
A
1. . ..
L 1
L !
f 4 LI..
1 ut nepuuucan ijarijr 01 Wmtm 4.4A uau iiu uciict as- - have rescued France from the torments of slavery.'
surances that it is going to win next Tuesday than whenj "However, we have now secured
disguises as French
the morning paper flopped to the Democratic folds. This! complete baggy
corduroy troiiHers.
3.1
is sufficient evidence and will be corroborated November
blue shirts, boots, Btocklngs. belt, hat,
cravat, everything to match and, as
' we hsve not shaved for two weeks,
The taxpayer are gagged vith Democratic economy and are brnnied willi the sun, I think
ibat the corporal and myself can past
such as the governor's friends are practicing in office, and: anywhere
as French peasants. If only
the people gulp when they read about it.
lie will leave all the talking to ma.
One thing I must tell you.
"The two wounded soldiers don't
If the governor is sincere about the salary question it wish
us to leave them, because I am
would have been wise of him to have said, give me 30c and interpreter, and not a soul speaks
Kngltsh In the village.
So we have
keep the other $4, ))). 70. But no, it is something like this explained to the cure that we shall
stay here until our comrades are able
1, William thé 1st, inupt not have a small salary.
to walk, and then the party of four
will push our way out somewhere dn
Trinidad dc Baca does not lelong to the economists. horseback and get to the coast The
sacristan at once offered to be our
No siree! five meals a day and trips to Utah and Califor- guide,
and it ia arranged that we take
a carrier's wagon which travels In
nia at the expense of the taxpayers of New Mexico.
thla dlatrlct and drive our own horses
in it, and pick up two additional
The Democratic promisors will know what effect the mounts at a large village on the way
to tbe coast.
promises have on the voters after the 3rd of November.
French People Very Kind.
"We must get back aa soon as ever
we can.
Nothing could be kinder
The tune, "Good Night Ladies" will be sung in more than
the people here, but this la not
than one place alter the returns are made public.
what we came to France for, and
1

ifl

suic

cultl-vateu-

Helgoland.
hanging alx
not

ivic'lv

cricket.'

French village
a soldier calls
1

what

"Vou Cr.nrtot Imagine bow rnrr.Me'c
the Germans are in the matlcr of
rapid transport. Irge automobiles,
such as the railway companies have
for towns round Harrogate and Scarborough, built like
carry
the soldiers in batches of 60, so that
they are as fresh as paint when they
get to the front. Hut in point of numbers I think one of our side is a fair
match foe- four of the enemy. I hope
that the Rrltlsh public are beginning
to understand what this war meanB.
The German 1b not a toy terrier, but a
bloodhound
abaolutely thirsty for

NO.

char-a-banc-

-

blood "

Corporal F. Wlskln, of the Ninth
lancers, in a letter to a friend, describes the action In which the cavalry took part on August 14.
"This last two weeks (he says)
we have had It very hard. For the
past ten days we have had about
fourteen hours' sleep, and, of course,

we do qot feel up to much. We had
a terrible day last Monday week,
when we charged the German guns.
We were under heavy shell fire for
five hours, and could not move. The
longer we stayed trying to get coyer
the more guns worked round our
flanku. We were In a real death trap,
and I thought my last day had come.
It was hell o i earth, we had nothing
to do but to run the gauntlet three
times. During those few hours I
had four different horses, each being
shot under me. but I escaped without

a scratch."
Tells 8tory of Naval Battle.
A member of the crew of H. M. 8.
Southampton, which played such a
valiant part In the fight off Helgoland, writes to his parents aa follows:
"We started the first thing In the
morning, when we had a brush with
two destroyers.
It was misty and
they were practically Invisible, but I
believe they were hit twice before disappearing In the mist. After that we
turned and steamed out ef it, but
were recalled by an urgjt wireless
message from one of our ships which
was In difficulties. Of course, the ship
was Immediately turned, and we proceeded at full spaed to the scene of
operations.
"The enemy turned out to be a
cruiser,
somewhat
larger than ua. We Immediately
opened fire at a range of in.non to
13.000 yards. The enemy replied and
steamed away from us, but eventually
we ran parallel.
"Things began to look lively, as we
were putting shells Into her at the
ratef five every ten seconds, and
lyddite at that. The shells have
a terrible effect, and fumes from them
kill anyone within a range of M
yards. While they set on fire everything near them. Presently she was
seen to be on fire, and a few minutes
afterwards, a beautifully-placeshell
put 'paid' to two of her funnels. All
amidships was now a raging fire, and
the end came when her mainmast
went by the board
We Immediately
ceased Are and altered our course, going close to her.
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These inks are a guaranteed product, it flows freely, does not gum
and is made for a high and dry climate. "It's All Write."
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three-funnele- d

Cimarron Transfer Co.

six-Inc- h

Ship Out of Commission.

"My!

What a sight she was!
The fire amidships had made two of
the funnels redhot. and flames and
smoke were pouring out of her. Her
port side was like a aleye. Every gun
was smashed and bent, some looking
round corners, some on their sides
in fact, her whole upper deck wai

chaos.
"The forebrldge was a tangled mass
of Ironwork, while the wire stays from
thé foremast were swlnglug in the air
What she was like Inside, heaven
alone knows.
"We passed within two hundre
yards of her, and the only living beings on the upper deck, were one man
on the quarter-decand what looked
like a couple of officers standing un-

der what had been the forebrldge
Many of them had jumped overboard,
and, of course, were rescued, but
these only totaled seven officers and
79 out of the crew of 400 or 600.
"After this heavy firing was heard
ahead, and we shot off again. The
enemy this time was 'another cruiser
similar to the previous one. and
steaming In line, we repeated the operation, only she blew up and sank
before anyone eoufjd be saved. While
this was going on another ship p
proacbed nd gave us a broadside,
which was replied to with interest, to
the effect that she left suddenly for
a previous appointment In' a sinking
condition, 11 Is bellevedand In flames
This makes three ships In about one
hour's actual fighting.
"After this we shot away out of the
danger tone, and proceeded to hav e
n
and safety. When we came in r
ships manned the side and chewed
like madmen."

'tl:
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W.

Swearingen.

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and Ice
Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at Reasonable Rates.

Phone 56

OBJECTS TO HIS "RED PANTS"

MATKIN

Conspicuous Uniform
Grievance

the Only Real
of the French

SUPPLY COM'Y

Soldier.
The Hague. To assertions that the
French soldier is not particularly
thankful for having to wear red pants
and blue coats, when his adversary Is
clothed In a uniform which in
landscape of
is next
to invisible, the correspondent of the
Koman newspaper Mcssagero makes
a slight aud humorous contribution:
"The spirit of the French Jrmy is
excellent." he wrote.
"In spite of the hardships they have
to endure the French soldiers are in
good humor, expressing this now and
then in rather boisterous fashion
Their frugality Is marvelous. (Jet
ting a cigarette Is a big event with
them.
Bufthey are not pleased with
their red pants, which in times ot
peace they would not do without foi
anything.
" 'You are cracking a hard nut.' re
marked the correspondent to a sol
dler, who had crawled out of a wet
trench to dry himself In the sun.
" 'Indeed, monsieur!
Those fellows are the color of an earthworm
You can't see iin m.
lill. our pant
are loud enough to be seen for mi
Hut we can't well do without t
eT"'
In his disuutch the corresponder
points out that tin' Orinuii medio
sen ce is far superior to the Krwiu h
who. as lie alleges Inch even some of
the uecensaiy surgical instrumenta
aud needed housing ror the wounded
The effects of the Unrinmi nrtll lrv
lire are characterized by tbe Qorre-t- j
vpoudvnt as "ludescrlbably terrible."

Undertakers
Carry a full line o(
COFFJNS and CASKETS
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gray-gree-

TELEPHONE 20
ClMAkkON, N. M.

NOTICE.
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture

iut

slow down.

io

Colfax county, whether (or the purpose of
bunting, hsbing, pulling wild fruit, or cutting tire wood, or for any purpose whatsoever, without leave, is strictly prchibited
anA all trespassers will be prosecuted to
the full extent of the law.
(Signed)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
for W. S. Land ft Cattle Co.

f

$110

Reward, $100

The readers of this paper will be
io warn mar. mere is at least one
Diiuw
dreaded rtlsesse that science has been
able to cure in all Its stages, and that Is
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure ia the only
punitive cure now known to trie medical
fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional
disease, requires a constitutional treatment.
Half's Catarrh Cure la taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting
nature In doing Its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in Its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars
for any case that It falls to cure. Send
for list of testimonials.

i

Whsrs Thsy Ware Bound.
London
"Our troops are now 'jfn
route to Kalentlr." wrote the waiMr
respondent of a London paper. HTic:
obtained his Information from oirs o)
the roadside signs of the French Au
totaobile association, "raleutlr" mean
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Sake Hall's lrulste,
Fatally Pills for oonjtlpatUa.
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FIGHT ALONG CANAL BERLIN IN WARTIME
i

TltOefflfMWMN
Wt

Britisher Tells of Birthday
From Kaiser.

Pre-e-

1

W6 MJHU rtMIW

1

nt

City

Aflame With Enthusiasm
When War Is' Declared.

fc"igllh Soldier.

Although Wounded,
Up Lively Fusillade Upon
of Approaching Germans
Another Veralon of Sea Fight.

Keep
Rank

Errperor Received Plaudit of Peopl-Wita 8trn and Inscrutable Face
Ordinary Life of Metropolis

Londoh
Private 0 A. Turner, now
tying wounded in tMe London hospital,
sends the lollowlng account home of
one days fighting In France v
"I am Btlll living, though a bit
I got a
knocked ubout.
birthdny pres-- i
nt from the kaiser On Sunday, 2:id.
we hud
Mild
inspection at Ji
a. m., and wererdered to fall in for
bathing parade at 11:30. While we
were waiting for another company to
return from the river the Germans
commenced to shell the town.
We
fell In about
p. m., an hour and a
half afterwards, to go to the scene
of the attack
Shells were bursting
In the streets as we went.
We
crossed a bridge over the canal under
artillery Are. and stood doing nothing
behind a mill on the bank for some,
time.
"Then some one cried out that the
Hermans were advancing along the
canal bank, and our company was
ordered to go along
Then the Germans opened fire with their guns at
about Ave hundred yards with shrapnel, and the scene that followed beggars description. Several of us were
laid mil length behind a wooden fence
about half an Inch thick
The
1

Oer-ma-

u

shells burst about three yards
front of it. f was blown to splinters In about ten minutes. None of
us expected to get out alive.
"They kept us there about an hour
before they guve us the word to retire. I had just turned round to go
back when I stopped one.
It hits
you with an awful thump, and I
thought It had cuught me at the bottom of the spine, as It numbed my
legs for about half an hour.
"When Í found I could not walk, I
gave It up, juBt arter I got my first
view of the Germans
They were
coming out of a wood about four hundred yards away, all in a heap together, so I thought as I wus done for
I would get a bit of my own back,
and so I started pumping a bit of lead
In

Into them.
"I stuck there for about
of an hour, and llred all my own
ammunition and a lot belonging to
two more wounded men who were
close to me about three hundred
rounds altogether, and us it was such
a good target, I guess I accounted for
a goot Idt of them.
"Then I suddenly discovered 1
could walk, and bo I set off to get
buck.
had to walk about one hundred and fifty yards In the open, with
shrapnel bursting around me all the
way.
"A man who was at Paardeburg and
Magersfontein in South Africa said
they were nothing to what we got
Out of 240 men of my
that Sunday.
company only about twenty were unthree-quarter-

s

1

injured."
Hunslet sends
a letter received from her husband, a
He says:
seaman of the Bacchante.
"You will have read of our victory
Our
It was Hue
In the North sea.
ship brought the dead and wounded
A grim job
and the prisoners back.
I only wish the whole
It was, too.
Uerman fleet would come out. We
may get a chance of coming home
soon.
Their firing Is rotten, while
our men behind the guns are perfect.
They y,et a hit every time.
'"(he bounderB won't come out.
Thai was the reason our ships had
to try to drive them out. You see
the place is all mined, and if a ship
runs Into one of these mines It means
destruction.
"The commander of the Liberty, a
torpedo-boa- t
destroyer, asked his
ship's company if they would volunteer to go up Kiel harbor with him,
and every man said Yes,' although it
looked certain death. Up they went
and got under the forts of Helgoland
and let rip at the German cruisers In
the harbor. One of the wounded sail
or of the Liberty told me that the
shells tired at tbem were enough to
sink a fleet.
"Our ship had only one torpedo and
une round of ammuultlon left. So they
turned around and came out, when a
shrapnel shell struck the Liberty's
mast, killing the gallant commander
and ihye others. The coxswain, although wounded,. Drought the ship
safely to our fleet that was wailing
outside. We pray to Qod that we may
come off victorious, and i am confident
we shall, as every man Jack In, the
fleet has the heart of a lion."
MrB. D. L. Wilson of

More Gettysburg Oead.
George
While
I'a
Woodward was hunting for bullet In
the field of the Almshouse farm near
I la low's knoll he saw what he thought
was human bones and began scratching with bis umbrella, unearthing a
human Skull. He then tecured a
shovel uud dug up the bones of three
men. Together with the bones were
found two five dollar gold coins of the
and 18H, two portions ol
date of
dhoes and nine brass buttons of the
coat of arms of New York stale, a
number of Iron trouser buttons and
several musket caps.

Gettysburg,
i

Must Have Bath and Tea.
Paris. No matter how great the
soldiers will not
danger, the llilti-be kept from their bath or tlielr tea.
rtetween two recent ..t tucks on a town
me llritlsh OiHcera took tea and til
mu had a "tub ' iu Uto river.
h
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Not NormaS
By

London.

aecretary

HERBEPT TEMPLE.
11. J.
Ui
I'outsma
of

the

Railway

union of SouttyUi k a, has just arrived
In London trim Berlin ami tells an In
m
i in i
tor; '
toa
i

i

$2.

.

.

Milita

.Men's

since the war bug-i- i.
Doctor Poutsma Is one of the nln?
labor leaders who w as deported from
South Africa several months ago In
connection with the general strike
there. He was In Berlin for six weeks
after the outbreak oi war' and had u
rather exciting time mating his way
lowly to England. He said:
"I left Berlin ten days ago, and have
Just arrived in England. My stay In
the German capital will be unlorget--tableso crowded has it been with vivid impressions and great event.
"At the risk of my life I left Berlin
with my wife and children on that
date with a Dutch passport I had been
lucky enough to obtain,
yith tin
help of my knowledge of the Dutch
language and through the kindness o'
a foreign ambassador. I managed td
slip over the border Into Holland.
"When It became known that Oer
many had declared war, the whole of
Berlin was aflame with an enormous
enthusiasm The Btreets were densi
with marching throngs singing the
patriotic songs of the Fntherlr.nd. anil
making their way to the kaiser's pal
ace. It looked as If the whole city
had gone mad.
"There was at that time a confident
belief that Great Britain would re
main neutral. JuRt after Great Britain
had entered the conflict I was tbld
that no British subject would be allowed to leave the country, and I had
to report myself every day to the po
lice. I had In my possession on Kng
llsh passport which I had taken out
only two hours before England sent
her ultimatum to Germany.
"During my enforced stay In the
capital I saw the entrance of the kaiser, the kaiserin and the crown princ
with his wife and the princes from
Potsdam. It was a scene of the wildest enthusiasm. The picture of the
emperor Is a vivid memory. He did
not bow once In acknowledgment of
the shouts of the crowd. The crown
prince and his wife nodded and smiled
continually, but the emperor sat with
one hand at his golden hétmet, stern
and Inscrutable, a figure of destiny
There was not during the whole time
the faintest flicker of a smile.
"Scene very different from these
occurred on the arrival of the refugees
from eastern Prussia In consequence
of the Russian advance. They came
In thousands, rich and poor alike,
packed In freight cars, with all their
belongingr In snmll handbags or bun
de. The women and children were
crying. Their arrival created a very
bad Impression in Berlin, and gave
rise to alarming speculations that the
Russians would be In Berlin before
they were expected.
"Meanwhile the ordinary life of the
city wa not quite normal, although
the authorities did their best to keep
it o. Food prices were regulated by
the government a one step to keep
off panic. Prom my house I could see
Zeppelins and aeroplanes continually
circling overhead. Nearly all the tram
conductors had gone to the war and
the tram were equipped with women
conductor, chiefly wives of the conscript tram-men- .
''It must be said that the organiza
tion and equipment of the German,
army
remarkable and the mobilization went like clockwork. There Is a
feeling of cocksureness about victory
In Berlin.
The people feel that Bel
glum wu stupid not to allow Germany
to march through, and thtA the severe
qntte Just."
punishment Inflicted
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Antiseptic Treatment and the Velocity
of Modern Bullet
Recovery.

Aid

London
The rapidity with which
the wounds of soldiers are healed, ami
the practical absence of
caaes, has been a surprise in view
of the "deadly effectiveness" of the
modern army weapons.
"The antiseptic treatment of wound'
almost immediately after their lnflic
Hon has a great deal to do with the
fact that cures are effected in such a
short time as has been demonstrated
In the London hospitals," said one of
the physicians In attendance upon tin
wounded.
"While surgery ha made wonderful
stride In tho last decade, the results
might have been different were It not
blood-poisonin-

that the antiseptic preventive measures have been applied.
"Another Important reason lies In
the fact that the bullet fired from u
modern rifle travels with such velocity
a to obviate the danger of a ragged
wound."

German Spy Shot Down.
Paris A (Ifspatei from Troyes.
r'runce, to the liuvus agency stut. i
'but an announcement come fpun
a town 23 miles
northwest of Troyes, that the Presejk
brought down a German aeropian'a
while It waa flying over that city.
Louillli-Sur-Seln-

lot
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Our Pauer and Any One cf These Clubs
-

it

Kimball's
Dairy Farmer J
iWhm

d..

"ft.- -,

m

On account of the splendid contract we have made with the publisher of these magazines, we are able to give our readers a
choice of any one of the clubs in combination with our paper one year for $2.00. Just 25c more than the price of our paper alone.
This offer is made to everybody. If you have never subscribed to our paper before, we ask you to take advantage of this offer.
If yon are a subscriber to our paper we ask you to renew so that you too, may get 3 magazines extra. Look over the list and select
the dab yuu like best. Send your order today or give your order to our repreeentative or call at our office when in town. If you
are now a subscriber to any of these magazines snd want to renew just send ycur order to us and we will have your subscription
extended. If your subscription to our paper Is past due, we üdvise you to pay up and take advantage of this bargain. If you are in
the habit of buying your magazine through other channel, we ask you to justly compare our clubs and prices with that of any
other offer you receive. You. no doubt, nre now a subscribe r to some of these periodicals. You can save money by aending your
renewal order to us. Here la a Chance to get your home paper and a yearly supply of good reading at a real bargain. If you want
one or more of these magazines sent to different addresses, just mention it.
TELL ALL YOUR FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS ABOUT THIS BIG OFFER
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WAR

ENDS DRESS SUIT RfJLE

London Theatera Discover Formalities
Are Not Observed in Troublous

Time.
war has brought
London. The
about two Innovations In the leading
London theaters, a reduction of prices
and tho privilege of sitting in the
best seats without wearing evening
dress.
The stalls of London houses, which
correspond to orchestra seats In
America, are ordinarily sold at $2.50
but several of the principal theaterE
have reduced the price to $2.
Although, there was no hard and
fast rule, there was a custom, which
only a few Independent people bao
the temerity to violate, that every oc
cupant of the stalls should wear eve
ning dress.
The exceedingly fashionable thea
i
ters controlled by Sir Herbert
Tree and Sir George Alexander
were among the first to recognize that
war Is a time when formalities are at
Beer-bohn-

WAR WOUNDS HEAL RAPIDLY

-

",

leading publish- rs of magazines have joined with us in one ol the greatest subscription
SEVERAL ever put out in this country. Through this combination everybody will be able to get a
yearly subscription to three magazines in combination with our weekly paper at practically the price
3 In this list you will find forty different periodicals formed into thirty-fiv- e
of our paper alone.
different
clubs. Each club has 3 magazines, except one Special Club which has four magazines; some of these magazines sell for as much as $1 a year. They are all good and cover a large variety of choice reading matter,
including History, Music, Religion, Education, Fashions, Fancy Needlework, Illustrated Current Events,
Home Decorations, Fiction, Literature, Drama, Art, Science, Inventions, General Farming, Dairy Farming,
Live Stock, Vegetables, Fruit and Poultry.

,

1

ji.iy

a discount.
When people are cutting off theli
luxuries and many in mourning oi
oppressed with anxiety for relatives

at the front, theatergoing suffers a
sharp decline. In the Interests of the
many people who depend upon them
for a living, the managers are doing
their best to keep their houses open

NOTICE

AVISO

Halloween

4tal

Is hereby given that the property oi the
URRACA RANCH as defined by a deed
recorded July 31st, iqio, in the office of
the Recorder of Colfax county, New Mexico, on pages 478 and following from Stanley McCormick to Geo. H. Webster. Jr.,
has been created a Game and Fish Preserve under licenses issued by the State
Game Warden of New Mexico, on July
itb, 191 3, for a period or ten 10 years.
Under said license, all game quadrupeds,
Saturday night is he.Ilowe'en and
game birds and game fish become the proas usual hilarity and mischievous-nes- s
NOTICE
perty ol the owner and no fishing or hunting 00 said Urraca Ranch will be permitamona; the younger generated under full penalty of law, without
tion will be rampant and Cimarron
All trespassing on the Urraca Ranch written permission from the owner or his
is no exception to the rule.
This property, in Colfax county, whether (or
the authorized agent.
is one season of the year when the purpose of hunting, fishing, gathering wild
No hunting permits will be isyoung folk go out for a lark and it fruit or culling fire wood or any other pur- sued during rhe year
1914.
is generally supposed that they are pose whatsoever, without permission, is
Geo. H. Webster, Jr.
entitled to enjoy innocent fun, pro- strictly prohibited, and all such trespasviding however that no damage is sers will.be prosecuted to the full extent
of the law.
done to real and personal property.
AVISO.
Geo. H. Webster. Jr.
All are boys and girls before grown

Saturday;

Be Careful

El trespasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
yaza, pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o corta! maeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe
fio sin permiso; se prohibe est rictament
s
c aquellos que asi traspasarenseran
al lleno de la ley.
Por (Frimado) WILLIAM FRENCH,
ta Compnaia de Heces del W. S.
prose-cutado-

1

up.

Montoya Child

Krupp Runr Day and Night.
Edinburgh. A Scotch woman was
bus returned from Germany, where she)
hud been staying with friends at Es
sen, states that work Is going on at
the Krupp guu factory foverlshly day
and night. Only the gun and ammunl
t'on department are being operated,
but these keep 46.000 men coustautly
The 15 months old child of Faus-ti- n
Vmployed.
Montoya and wife, died early
says
foreign
also
woman
that
This
ics have been numerous and tbat Monday morning at the home of
one da 14 Russians, dressed as women, were shot. She rays that food Is its parents after an illness of sum,'ibundunt In Essen, and acme of 11 Is mer complaint. The child was car
even cheaper than before the war.
ritd to its last resting place Tues-

Passes Away After

v

Ik r

'

El trespasar sobre la propriedad del
rancho de la Urraca, en el Condado de
Colfax sea ya con el fin de cazar pazcan o
recoger fruta silvestre o cortar lena oi otro
ün cualesquiera sin permiso se prohibe
Y todos aquellos quienes
estrictamente.
traspasaren serán p r usee u lados al pleno
exteo'.a de la ley.
Geo. H. Webster, Jr.

Long Illness

ed

The Grand Hotel has been
and in the future
tin: dining room will be conducted at the same old rates.
Board $5.25: with room $7

day afternoon in the Mountaiu

Rescues Comrade Under Fir.
V iew cemetery, and a large number
Petrotirnd. A Russiuu ofltter reof
friends and relatives formed the
ports that one of his soldiers wept, out
ñu brought back on horseback uoder cortege to tne cemetery where the
i lie enemies'
lire a comrade wno sub remains are , resting
in peace.
sequent ly was discovered to be
young woman. She waa wounded and The bereaved family has the sympathy of their many friends.
la now In a hospital at KlefX.
f

Grand Hotel

Re-Open-

Hon. Hugh H. Williams

Republican Candidate for
Corporation Commissioner

Good Meals

Clean Beds

Mrs. S. Smith

NEWS.

CIMARRON

The Land of Broken Promises
By DANE COOUDGE

A Stirring Story
of the Mexican
Revolution

(CwtH

Amfhor
ftée$e$e)et

hr

1914.

Hooker and Phil Da Lancer an
tu(t to a revolution In Mexico,
forced.
to five up their minina claim and return
to the United State
In the border town
vf riadsden Bud meets Henry K nicer, a
wealthy miner, who makes him a propo-altlto return to Maxloo to acquire titla
o a very rich mine which Kruger had
blown up when ha round ha had been
'heated out of. the title by ona Aragón.
The Mexican subsequently had spent a
large aum of money la an unsuccessful
attempt lo relocate the vein and then allowed the land to revert for taxes. Booker and fe
arrive at Fortuna, near
where ths Eagle Tall mine Is located.
Thev engage crua Mendet to acquire the
title for them and basin preliminary
work.
Aragnn accuses them of lumping
hts claim. Hooker discovers that matrimonial entanglements prevent Mendex
from acquiring a valid title. Phil, who
has been paying attention to Orada Aragón, decides to turn Mexican and acquire
the title. Aragón falls In hla attempt to
drive them off the claim. Rebels are reported In the vicinity. A rich vein of
gold la struck and work on ths mine Is
stopped until the title can be perfected.
Phil Is arrested by Manuel del Key.
of the rurales and suitor of Qracla'a.
He Is released on promise to stsy sway
from Oracla. Phil la forced to enlist In
the rurales. He ssks Bad to tske care
of Clracla. Ths rebels are defeated In a
fleece battle near Fortuna.
o

cap-tai- n

Continue

"What, aenor!" aha bantered; "you
not apeak T Surely, then, your
friend De Lancey was wrong when
he aald you would save me! For look,
Mr. Hooker, I am promised to marry
dear Phil; but how can I manage that
when Manuel del Rey le watching me?
It la Impossible. Is It not?"
"Seems so," muttered Hud. and In
the back of his head he began to think
quickly.
Here was the fountalnhead
of his misfortunes, and If she had her
way she would lay all hla plana In
ruins and eren then not marry Phil.
In fact, from the light way she spoke,
he sensed that she did not Intend to
marry him. Her grudge was against
Manuel del Rey who drove away all
her lovers.
"Well," he ventured, "there's no
rush, I reckon Phil's enlisted tor Ave
years."
"Ha!" she cried contemptuously;
"and do you think he will serve? No!
At a word from me be will flee to the
border and I shall Join him In the
United States!"
"What?" demanded Bud; "Phil de
eert?"
In a moment he saw what such a
move would mean to him to Kruger
and the Ragle Tall and he woke suddenly from his calm.
"Here now," he aald, scowling; as he
saw that she was laughing at blm,
"you've made me and Phil enough
You
trouble.
let that boy alone,
do

aavvy ?"
He stooped toward her as he spoke,
fixing her with masterful eyes that
had tamed many a bad horse and man,
and she shrank away Instinctively.
Then she glanced at him shyly and
edged over toward the open door.
"I wltl do what I please, Mr. Hooker," she returned, balancing on the
verge of flight'.
"All right," Hud came back; "but
don't you call me In on it You've
suppose you'd
made a fool of Phil
like to get me, too. Then your father
would grab our mine."
"What do yon mean?" sbe cbal
'eased, turning back upon. him.
"I mean this," responded Hooker
warmly.
"Phil holds the title to our
mine. If he deserts be loses his Mexican rltlsenabip and his claim la no
good. Hut you don't need to Milnk that
your father wlH get the mine then, because he'll ha,ve to whip mo first!"
"Oho!" sbe sneered; "so that Is
what you are thinking of? You are a
1

true gringo, Mr. Hooker--alwathinking about (he money!"
"Yea," returned Bud; "and even at
that I believe your old man will beat
me!"
Sbe laughed again, with sudden
caprlclousness, and stood tapping (he
floor with her foot.
"Ah. I see," she said at leuglb, taxing at blm reproachfully; "you (hlnk
I
You
am working for my fa(ber.
think I got poor Phil Into ail this
trouble in order to chea( him of hla
But let me tell you, Senor
mine.
Gringo," she cried with sudden Are.
"that I did not! I have nothing to do
with my father and his schemes. But
If you do not trust me "
She turned dramatically (o go, but
when Hooker mado no effort to stay
her sbe returned once more to (he attack
"No," she said. "It was because be
was an American because he was
put my faith In Phil.
brave that
The Mexican men are cowards they
are afraid to stand up and fight! But
Philip dared to mak t love to me ha
dared to sing to me at night and
whan Manuel del Key tried to stop blm
ys

1

be stood up and made a flgbt!
"Ah. that is what I admire a man
who Is brave'
And let me tell you,
Senor Hooker, shall always love your
friend! If I could run away
would
mr.rry him tomorrow; but this cut.
Manuel del Rey. elands In the way.
Even my own father Is against me.
Hut I don't care I don't care what
happens only do uot think thai I ass
not your friend!"
She paused now and glanced at him
shyly, and as her eloquent eye met
his own Hud felt suddenly that she
was sincere. The gnawing and corrosive doubts that had eaten at hla heart
el) away and re saw her now In her
1

1
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he booked his thumb Into his belt and
regarded the captain fixedly
"Ah, very well," aald Del Ray, Jerking bis waxed mustachlos, "I will not
preas the matter. But I understand
from one of my men, senor, th- -t you
are harboring a dangej-oucriminal
her the same mak, perhaps, whom I
saw running up the canyon?"
He smiled meaningly at this, but
Bud was swift to defend hla Y aquí
"No, aenor," he replied, "I have no
such criminal. I have a Mexican working for me wDo Is one of the best
miners in Sonora, and that la all I
know about htm."
"A Mexican?" repeated Del Rey,
arching hla eyebrows. "Excuse me,
sir, but It la my bualneaa to know
every man In this district, and he la
no Mexican, but a Yaqul. Moreover,
he Is a fugitive and an outlaw, and If
he had not been enlisted with the federals I should have arrested him when
he passed through Fortuna. So I warn
you, sir, not to hide him, or you will
be liable to the law."
"I'm not hiding him," protested
Hooker scornfully. "I'm Just hiring
blm as a miner, and any time you want
him you can come and get him. He's
up In the rocks there somewhere

true beauty, with no uneasy thoughts
of treachery to poison hts honest love.
"I believe you. lady," he eald. "And
I'm glad to know you," he added, taking off hla hat and bowing awkwardly.
"Anything I can do for you, don't hesitate to aak for It only I can't go
against my pardners on this mine."
He bowed again and retreated
toward the door, but she followed blm
impulsively.
"Shake hands." she said, holding out
both her own, "and will you help me?"
"Sure!" answered Bud, and as bar
soft Angara closed on his he took them
gently, for fear (bat he might crush now."
"So!" exclaimed the captain, glancthem and never know.
ing uneasily at the hillside. "I did not
think but many thanka, senor. anCHAPTER XVIII.
other time will do as well."
A month of weary waiting followed
He reined his horse away as he
that day of days In Fortuna, and still spoke and, with a Jerk of the bead to
there waa no word from Phil. Bernardo Aragón, rode rapidly down the canBravo and his rebel raiders passed yon. Aragón lingered to retrieve bis
through the mountains to the east, and fallen gun-beand then, seeming to
news came of heavy fighting in Chi- think better of his desire to speak, he
huahua. Don Cipriano Aragón moved made a aingle vindictive gesture and
his family back to bis hacienda and aet spurs to his champing horse.
Oracla became only a dream.
It waa mrely a fling; of the hand, as
Tben, one day, as Hooker and the spontaneous as a sigh or a frown, but
Yaqul were industriously pounding out In It Hooker read the last exasperation
gold, a messenger came out from town of the Spaniard and his declaration of
with a telegram In his hand.
war to the knife. He bared his strong
Am In Qadaden. No chance to hold teeth in reply and hissed out a blightmine. Kruger says quit. P.
ing curse, and then Aragón was gone.
"No, 111 be 'aarned If
do!" mutThat evening, as the darkness came
to
Bud.
tered
Then he sat down
think. on and the canyon became hushed and
"Amigo," be eald to the Yaqul, "are
a big Ore and stood beyou a Mexican rltlsen? Can you get still Bud built
fore It, his rugged form silhouetted
title to miner'
"Me a Mexican?" repeated Amigo,
tapping himself on the chest "No;
senor! Seguro que no!"
"All right then," observed Bud bitterly, "here goes nothing nowhere!
I'll turn Mexican myself!"
He passed the messenger on the way
to town, took out his first papera as a
citizen, picked up the mineral agent's
expert on the way back, and located
the Eagle Tall in his own name. Before riding back to camp he wired to
1

Kruger:
Have turned Mex and relocated claim.
HOOKER
It waa hla last card, and he did not
expect to win by It Fate had been
against him front the first, and be
could see his flnlsh, but bis naturv.
drove him to light on. All that Aragón had to do now was to have him
summoned for military service, and
Del Rey would do the real.
Tben he could take over the mine.
A mere formality or so it seemed
but between Aragón and his mine
stood (he Texas blood. Hooker had
been crowded to the wall, and be was
mad enough to light
The news of De Lancey 's desertion
followed quickly after hts flight It
came over the federal wires in a report to Manuel del Rey but by the
time It got to Aragón (hat gentleman
was too late. They rode Into camp
the next day Aragón aud the captain
of the rurales and at the first glimpse
Of that hated uniform Amigo was off
like a buck.
Bud went out sullenly
to meet them, his black mood showing
In his lowering eyes, and he halted
tbem by the savagery of his cursing.
"You cock-eyeold reprobate," he
snarled, advancing threateningly upon
the paling Aragou. "this makes three
times you've come Into ray camp and
brought your gun with you! Now take
it off!" he yelled, dropping suddenly
Into Spanish. "Take that gun off do
you understand?"
So violent and unexpected waa hla
assault that It threw Aragón Into a
panic, and even Manuel del Key softened his manner as be Inquired into
the cause.
"Never mind,"
Kud,
answered
smiling crustily as Aragón laid aside
his arms; "I know that hombre well!
Now what ran do for you, espitan?"
"Us so kind as to take your band
from your belt," replied Del Rey with
a smile that was Intended to placate.
"Ah, thank you excuse my nerves
now can tell you the news.
re?ret
to Inform you, senor. thai your friend,
De Lancey. has deserted from my command, taking bis arms and equipment
In case he Is captured be
with him
will be shot aa a deserter."
"Your news Is old, capitán," rejoined Hooker. "I knew ll (wo days
ago. And you can (ell Mr. Aragón
that It Is no use for him lo (ry to get
this mine I became a Mexican cltlsen
yeaterday and located it myself."
"So we learned," responded the captain suavely.
"It waa part of my
errand today (o ask if you would not
enlist In my company of rurales "
"Muchas
gracias, capitán," answered Hookei w Ufa heavy Irony. "1
do not care to
But your friend T protested Man
uel del Key with an iusiuuatlng smile
"My friend waa In jail," put In Bud;
"he waa to be shot at sunrise. But
mira, amigo,
am not in Jail. and.
furthermore, I do not Intend to ha."
"That la very creditable to you,"
laugbed Del Rey "but eveu then you
are entitled to enlist The country Is
full of turbulent fellows who have to
be caught or killed. Come now, you
understand my errand why make It
hard for me?"
"No. senor," returnee Bud grimly.
"I know nothing of your errand. But
this I do know. I have done nothing
for which 1 can be a Treated, and If any
man tries lo make me Join the army"
d

1

1

1

1

brought up Images of the past of
peaceful Yaquis, seised at every ranch
In Sonora on a certain night; of long
marches overland, prodded on by
rurales and guards; of the crowded
prison-shipfren which the most anguished burled themselves Into the
ea; and then the awful years of
slavery In the poisoned tropics, until
only the hardiest were left
Amigo bad seen It all, as the scars
on his broad back proved but he
withdrew now into silence and left his
thoughts unsaid. As he sat there by
the Ore, one long, black hand held out
to keep the gleam from his eyes, he
made a noble figure, but tbe Yaquql
songs which he had crooned on other
nights were forgotten, and he held
himself tense and still. Then at laat
be rose and gaaed at Bud.
s

"You pay me my money," he aald.
"I go now."
"Sure," answered Bud. and after he
had weighed out the equivalent in
gold on his scales he flipped Id some
more for luck and gave blm a sack to
hold It
"What you buy with all that?" he
Inquired with a friendly grin; "grub'"
"No, senor,' answered Amigo, knotting the precious gold In a handker-

chief; "cartridges!"
"What for?" queried Bud, and tben
it waa Amigo who smiled.
"To kill Mexicans with;" he replied,
and In those words Hooker read the
secret of his thrift
While hla wild brethren fought In
the hills or prepared for the battles to
come. It waa his part to earn the
money that should keep tbem In ammunition. It waa tor that. In fact, that
Porfirio Dtax had, seised all the peaceful Yaquis in a night and shipped them
to Yucatan for he aaw that while
they were working tbe wild Yaqula
would never lack.
All tbe time that Amigo had been
doing two men's work and saving on
the price of a shirt he had held that
cheerful dream In his mind to kill
more Mexicans!
Yet, despite the savagery In him.
Hooker had comn to like the Yaqul,
and he liked hl.n still. With the
rurales on bis trail It waa better that
he should go, but Bud wanted him to
return. So. knowing the simple honesty of Indians, he brought out his
own spare pistol and placed It In Ami-go'hands. Often he had seen him
gasing at It longingly, for It was lighter than his heavy Mauser snd better
for the Journey.
"Here," he said, "1 will lend you my
pistol and you can give It to me when
you ooine back."
"Sure!" answered the Indian, hanging It on his hip; "adlos!"
They shook hands then, and the
Yaqul disappeared in the darkness. In
the morning, when a squad of rurales
closed in on the camp, they found
nothing but bis great tracks in tbe
s

dust
CHAPTER

XIX.

It was June and the windstorms
which had swept in from the southeast died sway. No more, as in the
r
months that had passed, did the
rise from the dump of the Fortuna mill and go swirling up the canyon.
A great calm and heat settled over
the harassed land, and above tbe far
blue wall of the Sierras the first thunder caps of the rainy season rose up
till they obscured the sky. Then, with
a rush of conflicting winds, a leaden
silence, and a crash of flickering light,
the storm burst in tropic fury and was
gone as quickly as it bad come.
So, while the rich landowners of the
hot country sat Idle and watched It
grow, another storm gathered behind
the distsnt Sierras; snd, as empty
rumors lulled them to a false security,
suddenly from the north came the
newa of daubing raids, of railroads
cut. troops routed, and the whole border occupied by swarming rebels.
In a day the southern country was
Isolated and cut off from escape and,
while the hordes of Chihuahua insurrectos laid siege to Agua Negra, the
dust-pilla-

"Take That Gun

Off, De Veu

r

Under-stan-
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against the flames. And soon, as quiet
as a fox, the Yaqul appeared from the
gloom.
"Did he come

for me?" he asked,
advancing warily Into the firelight,
"that capitán?"
"Yes," answered Bud, "and for me,
too. But you must have known blm
before, Amigo he seems to be afraid

of you."

smile of satisfaction passed over
tbe swarthy face of the Indian at this,
and then the linea became grim again.
Hla eyea glowed with the light of some
great purpose, and for the first time
since he had been with Hud he drew
aalde tbe veil from hla past.
"Yes." he said, nodding slgnlflcantly,
"tbe rural la afraid. He knows I have
come to kill him."
He squatted by the tire and poured
out a cup of coffee, still brooding over
his thoughts then, with a swift gesture, he laid open his shirt snd pointed
to a scar along tbe ribs.
"He shot me there." he ssid
"And so you have come to kill blm?"
"Yea," answered Amigo; "but not
now. Tomorrow I go to my people
I must take tbem my money
first"
"Have you got a wife?" aaked Hooker, forgetting for once his sccuetomed
reserve.
"No." grumbled Amiga, shaking his
head sadly, "no wife."
"Oh. you take your money to your
father and mother."
"No. No father no mother nadie! "
He (hrew up hla open hstids to signify that all were gone, and Hooker
For three months and
said no more
more he had worked alongside this
giant, silent Yaqul and only once had
he sensed bis past That was when
Amigo had torn his shirt In lifting,
and across tbe rippling muscles of bis
back there had been ahown tbe long
white wale of a whip.
it waa the mark of his former
slavery when, with tbe reat of bis people, he bad been deported to the henequén flelda of Yucatan and flogged by
(he overseer's lash and Amigo waa
ashamed of It. But now that he was
about to go. Pud mads bold to ask him
one more question, to set his mind at
rest.
"Fwrhsps this captain killed yonr
people?"
"No, senor," answered Amigo quietly; "they died "
He spoke the words simply, but
there was something In his voice that
A

--

First Aid to Matrimony.
trimmer, a man who tried to be all
"The English military uniform."
things to all people as a good hotel-keepshould but now he altered hla said General Holland in Canton, "I
opinion a little, for tint letters were tbe best looking and It Is also the
from Phil. He read them over In the best to tight In.
Take the photocrowded plata. Into which the first graphs of the wounded and dead Kng-llsofficers Viscount Hawarden, the
refugees were Just beginning to pour,
and frowned aa he skimmed through Hon. W. A. Cecil. Lieut the Hon. it.
Keppel.
Did you ever see such a
the last
Of Gracia and vain protestations of handsome lot of uniforms?
"No wonder all the English sold'ere
devotion there was enough and to
apare, but nothing about tbe mine. marry well," General Holland concludOnly In the first one, written on the ed. "Handsome Is as handsome does
very day he had deserted, did he so
and the English uniform certainly
much an attempt an excuse for so pre- does havoc among the English
cipitately abandoning their claim and
hts Mexican cltlsenshlp. Phil wrote:
My mall waa being sent through headNEARLY CRAZY WITH ECZEMA
h

quarters and looked over by Del Ray, sa
I knew I would never receive the papers,
even If they came. I hstpe you don't feel
hard about It pardner. Kruger ears to
come out right away. I would have
stayed with It, but It wasn't any use.
And now, Bud, I want to ask you something. When you come out. bring Oracle
with you. Don't leave her at the mercy
of Del Rey. 1 would come myself If It
wasn't sure death. Be quick about it.
Bud; 1 count on you.
The other letters were all like that,
but nothing about the mine. And yet
It was the mine that Bud was fighting
for that they had fought for from the
first
Tbe railroad was torn up now,
snd a flight with Gracia was hopeless,
but It was Just at well, for he never
would abandon the Eagle Tall.
In two mouths, or three, when the
rebels were whipped off, bis papers
might come. Then he could pay his
taxes and transfer his title and consider the stealing of Gracia. But since
he had seen her and touched her hand
something held blm back a grudging
reluctance and be was glad that his
duty lay elsewhere. If she was hie
girl now be would come down and get
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Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
her anyway.
But sbe was not his girl and, gasing free.wlth 32-- Skin Book. Address postback grimly at the seething plaxa and card "Cutlcura. Dept." L, Boston." Adv.
the hotel that hid her from sight, he
An Emotionalist.
rode somberly down the road. After
"So you're hanging around broe
all, there was nothing to get excited
about every revoltoso in the country again?" said t.he policeman.
"Yes." answered BUI the B irlar.
was lined up around Agua Negra and,
with four hundred soldiers to oppose "I haven't a cent. I brokf into a
them and artillery to shell their ad- house night before last ac. the poor
vance, it would be many a long day be- mark of a taxpayer told me such a
hard luck story that he had me ahed-dlfore they took that town.
tears sn' lendin' him my last
Twice already Agua Negra had
fallen before such attacks, but now It cent."
was protected by rifle-pit- s
and maDr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets reflate
chine guns set high on mud roofs. And
stomach, liver and bowels,
tben there were the Yaquis, still faith- and invigorate tiny
granules. Easy to take
ful to Madero. They alone could hold aa candy. Adv.
up
their minds
the town, If they made
to light So reasoned Hooker, mulling
Undesirable Let.
over the news that he had heard. But
He Will you share my lot?
he watched the rldgea warily, for the
She No, I don't like the crop of
weather was good tor raiders.
wild oats on It.
A day paased. and then another, and
the big whistle blew only for the
Be happy. Use Red Cross Bag Bluet
shifts; tbe loneliness of the hills op- much better than liquid blue Delights
pressed him as he gated out at the tbe laundress. All grocers. Adv.
quivering heat And then, like a toad
Pessimistic Opinion.
after a shower, Amigo came paddling
"The good die young."
Into camp on tbe heels of a thunder"Perhaps it Is Just as well. They'd
storm, hts sandals hung on his hip and
hla big feet squelching through the starve to death later."
Sugsr-coste-

mud.
Across his shoulders he wore a gay
serape, woven by some patient woman
of his tribe; and in tbe belt beside
Bud'e pistol he carried a heavy knife,
file by
blacksmlthed from a
some Yaqul hlllman. All in all, he
wgs a One barbarian, but he looked
good to the lonely Bud.
"Ola, Amigo!" he hailed, stepping
out from the adobe bouse where he
had moved to avoid the rains; and
Amigo answered with bis honest smile
which carried no hint of savagery or
ten-Inc-

deceit.
Try as be would. Bud could not
bring himself to think of his Yaqu! aa
dangerous; and even when he balanced tbe Indian's murderous bowie-knifn his hands he regarded it with
a grin. It was a heavy weapon, broad
across tbe back, keen on one edge,
and drawn to a point that was both
sharp and strong. Tbe haft was
wrapped with rawhide to hold the
clutch of tbe hand.
"What do you do with tbls?" queried
Hooker. "Chop wood? Skin deer?"
"Tea. chop wood!" answered Amigo,
but he replaced It carefully In his belt.
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)
belated Spanish haciendados came
scuttling once more to Fortuna. There,
at least, was an American town where KNEW USE OF THE CEREALS
the courage of the Anglo-Saxowould
protect their women In extremity. And. Evldsncs That People of ths Stone
if worst came to worst. It was better
Age Diet Not Live Exclusively on
to pay ransom to
generals
Animal Food.
than to fall victims to bandits and looters.
There Is nothing to Indicate that
As (be bass rosr of (he great whlstls the men of the later stone age did not
reverberated over the bills Bud Hook- have buckwheat pancakes tor breaker left bis lonely camp almost gladly, fast. It has been learned that not
t
and witb hla hard-wosafe only buckwheat but many other grains
beneath hts belt, went galloping Into of the present day, such as corn, bartown.
ley, flax, rye and oats, formed an ImNot for three weeks- - not sines be portant part of tbe dally bread conreceived the wire from Pbll snd lo- sumed by the people of the latter half
cated (he Eagle Tall mine had he of the stone age, known as the neodared (o leave hie claim. Rurales, out- lithic epoch
laws and Mexican patriots had dropped
It Is generally admitted that the
In from day to day and eaten up most men of the age of hewn stone were
of bis food, but none of them had hunters. With Asiatic Invasions the
caught hlro napping, and he had no In- manner of living changed. The
tention that they should.
began to raise domestic aniA conspiracy had sprung up to gst mals and lo cultivate certain species
rid of blm, to harry blm out of (he of plants, tbe remains of which are
country, and behind It was Aragón. still to be found.
But now, with tbe big whistle blowing,
Corn Is tbs most ancient plant
Aragón would have other concerna.
known.
Scientists have observed
He bad his wife and daughter, tbe samples of It in the celebrated layer
beautiful Oracle, to hurry to the town, of the Mas d'Asil, or end of ths hewn
and perhaps the thought or being stone period.
caught and held for ransom would deIt Is believed that this kin of plant
ter in, from stealing mines. So rea- Is essentially of Asiatic origin. it
soned Bud, and, dragging a reluctant could have been brought Into Europe
l
behind him, he came tid- by nerotlthlc
Egyptian
Invaders.
ing In for supplies.
wheat has also been found. Barley Is
At tbe store he bought flour and cof- also pretty frequent, being reprefee and the other things which he sented by six distinct varieties
Qp
needed most. As he was passing by the other hand, rye and oats were
(be hotel Don Juan de Dios haltied him known, but were rare. Flax was repfor a moment, rushing out snd thrustresented by a different kind from the
ing a bundle of letters Into bis hands preaent species.
snd hurrying back Into tbe house, as
The other plants of that age were
If fearful of being detected In suob an probably gathered la a wild state.
act of friendship.
Fruits were generally cut In quartan
i ."UK
before he bad lost his pardner and dried; such as certain little speBud had decided that Don Juan was a cies of apple and pears.
red-fla-

S54 Plum St., Youngs town, Ohio
"Blotchea like ringworms started to
come out all over my face and neck.
Later it took the form of white flakes
and when I would rub they came off In
little white scales. The ecsema so
disfigured me that 1 wae ashamed
to go out anywhere. It itched all the
time and whenever I perspired or got
my face tbe least bit wet, It would
burn until I very nearly went eraey.
The more I rubbed or scratched the
more It spread and It made me so
restless I could not sleep at night
"One day a friend prevailed upon
me to get a sample of Cutlcura Soap
and Ointment They caused the itching to stop Instantly and In a very few
days my face and neck began to show
a marked Improvement. I used three
cakes of Cutlcura Soap and one box
of Cutlcura Ointment and my face
and neck are completely cured."
(Signed) Newton ID. W. Chapman.
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LATEST NEWS

cabinet crisis occurred In V'
suela and all of the members re
signed.
The Cuban senate passed almost
unanimously the national economía
defense bill.
A large number of woman spins
have been captured and promptly shot
by the Germana ta the vicinity of
A
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CURRENT TOPICS
Newspaper union
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WESTERN.

California ranks fimt amone the

states in the production of gold.
Mr. Lorrine Tenbroek. wife of

Qer-rl-

t

H. Tenbroek, consul from the Netherlands, died at St. Louis after a long

Illness.

Howard Davis, a negro who shot and
killed City Marshal Payne at Newport,
Ark., waa lynched by a mob soon after the murder.
The Minnesota minimum wage com-- ,
mission has promulgated wage orders
affecting all workers and minors of
ordinary ability employed In the state.
Reliable sources In Podras Negras
reported that 3,000 troops of a division
loyal to Carranza had been ordered
from Saltillo to garrison the border
town.
Slate control of natural resource
and safety and sanity laws for places
of employment will be discussed by
the governors at their annual conference in Madison, Wis., November 10
to 14.
There are more than 145,000 Income
dodgers who have evaded the Internal
revenue collectors, according to congress experts. Returns are averaging
about $1 ,700,000 a month less than was
expected.
Police of Newport were confronted
by a tangled mystery as a result of
the shooting of M. A. Castoe, 54, on
the Alexandria pike near Newport, O.,
as he was riding In a buggy with his
stenographer. Miss Nellie Hilton, SI.
General Obregon, as head of the Carranza commission,
has presented a
resolution before the Aguas Callentes
convention asking for guarantees of
safety for all delegates and requesting
that the convention be moved to "a
safer place."
The interruption to ocean shipping
due to the war has resulted in congestion of grain In the elevators at Galveston Tex., and It was staged at the
office of the Santa Pe road that an
embargo on further grain shipments to
that port has been put In effect.
President Wilson is considering the
advisability of withdrawing federal
troops from the Colorado coal fields as
the result of the deadlock with the operators, who refuse to agree to the
president's proposal for a settlement
of the strike, already accepted by the
miners.
Establishment of railway "groups"
somewhat after the manner of regional reserve banks, tc which the government would be represented, was argued as the solution of the problem
of railroad operation by E. P. Ripley, president of the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Pe railway in an addresB
before the Knife and Fork Club at
Kansas City.
WASHINGTON.
The twelve federal reserve banks of
the new hanking system will be
opened for business on November 16.
The Senate ratified peace commission treaties with Paraguay, and a
treaty with the republic of Panama,
fixing the boundaries of the canal
sone.

A scarcity of wheat flour is felt la
Holland. At a meeting recently the
bakers of Velsen decided to bake rye
bread only.
Dr. Klein, attached to the Third
French army corps, reports that his
men have, buried a son of Field Mar-sha- l
Von Woltke.

The prosecutor made his closing ad
dress at Sarajevo In the trial of the
alleged assassins of Archduke Francis
'
Ferdinand of Austria.
Aroused by the positive steps taken
by Germany and Austria to protect
themselves against a falling birth rate
and the telling death rato Incidental to
the war, England is now encouraging
the marriage of recruits soon to go on
foreign service.
The Duke of Teck. brother of Queen
Mary, who wnslnvalidedhomefrom the
front suffering from gastritis, waa
visited by the king and queen In a
private hospital In London. The dnka
Is aald to be Improving, although his
condition Is regarded as serious and
likely to prevent him returning to the
front.
Minister of War Alexandre Milla.
rand, on the representation of Fer
nán d David, minister of agricultura,
has given leave to the territorial re
servists, under arms at depots of the
interior, that they may work fifteen
days sowing crops either for them-selve- s
or others. This is done In tha
general interests of France.
The exchange of Interned civilians
began when seventy French citizens.
who had been detained at Donauea- chlngen In Haden since the beginning
of the war, arrived at Berne, Switser-land- ,
and continued tholr journey to
Prance ' through Genera. It Is estimated that there are about 2,000
French civilians in Germany while, ha.
tween 6,000 and 6,000 German civilians
are interned In France. The repatriation of those la proceeding.
8PORT.
Princeton opened the new Palmer
memorial stadium at Princeton. N. J..
with a 16 to 12 victory over Dart

mouth,
By its defeat at Sioux Palls of
South Dakota by n score of 33 to 0
Notre Dame has maintained Its record
of almost unbroken victories.
The Michigan Aggies were virtually
swept off their feet at Uncoln by Nebraska University In the first lash of
the two football teams. The final
score was 24 to 0.
Iowa State College, Ames, la., woo
y
the annual
run from the
University of Missouri at Columbia,
Mo.,' In 27:06. Maaketead, Seder,
Home and McWharton of Ames finished In the first four places, with Fau- cett, of Missouri, fifth.
The world's record of 1 : 32 : 24 f or
a dirt track, established by Ralph M
at Galeaburg, III., was lowered to
1:31:30 by Tom Alley, winner of the
e
Invitation automobile race at
the state fair grounds in Hamllne,
Minn. Mulford was second, time 1:32
34
and Eddie O'Donnell third, time
a
1:31:32
cross-countr-

100-mil-

GENERAL.
At Mineóla, N. Y., the jury In tha
trial of Mrs. Florence Conklln Car
man, accused of slaying Mrs. Louise
Bailey June 30, disagreed and was dis
charged.
The bitter fight waged since 1880
to reduce the representation of South
ern states in Republlcsn national con
ventions has been won, according to
New York advices.
A Scranton, Pa., woolen mill started Monday on double shift to fill an
order for 250,000 suits of woolen un
derwear for the British army. The total of the order approximates $500,000.
The body of an old man who died
suddenly in the street In New York on
October 10 was Identified at tha
morgue as that of Charles Bleason
Parson, a wealthy retired jeweler oC
Chlcopee, Mass. He was 87 years old.
Returning from Pittsburg to Wash
through Pennsylvania, West
ington
Virginia and Marylund, President Wll
son was forced to give a campaign atmosphere to the trip by crowds which
gathered at every stopping place and
cheered until he appeared on the plat
form of his car.
William Jeunlngs Bryan completed
campaign In Colorado
his two-da- y
when, after delivering six speeches In
Iv.iH than six hours over u range of
country ninety miles In length, he succeeded In flagging a northbound Union
Pacific train in the middle of a street
in Greeley and, bundling Mrs. Bryan
aboard, was able to keep his engagement to open his Wyoming speaking
tour at Cheyenne.
The purchase of 20,000 horses for
the use of the French government Is
the mission of Captain De Baleseaud
of the French army, a passenger on
the steamship LaLorralne, which ar
rived lu New York from Havre.
Yale students raised $1,600 for the
benefit of the Red Cross in the Euro
pean war at a mass meeting held lu
Woolsey hall. New Han-nConn. For
mer President Taft presided.
Miss
Mabel Board man, president of the Red
Cross, President Hadley and others

The German ambassador, Count Von
Bernstorff, said that early in the European war he has assured the United
States government that whatever the
outcome of the conflict, Germany
would respect the Monroe doctrine.
The 7,558 national banks doing bust
ness in the United States September
cash assets amounting to
12 had
a decrease since June BO
1903,7117,
of $65.:tC7,614, according to a report
made public by the comptroller of the
currency.
After nearly nlueten months of
continuous session, thr longest ever
Congress adheld, the Sixty-thirjourned its second session Saturday
after the collapse of prolonged efforts
to proture cotton growers relief leg
lslatlou.
President Wilson congratulated J. P.
Duckworth, a North Carolina moun
talneer, on having been the father of
twenty-fivchildren and having votad
tho Democratic ticket for sixty-fiv- e
years. Duckworth, who had never
seen a president before, was intro
duced by Senator Overman. He told
the president he had nineteen Demo
cratic votes in his family.
For having rescued n woman who
jumped from a government float at
Valle jo, Cal., September 2s, letters of
commendation were sent by the secretary of the navy to Ernest W. Keller,
electrician on the UnUed States
tesmslilp Raleigh, and Alan S. Williams, musician at the Hare Island
navy yard. Keller has boon recommended for a llvesavlng medal.
The transfer of Henry W. Dlederlch,
consul general at Antwerp, Belgium, to
liurcelona, Spain, and the transfer of
Carl Bailey Hurst from Barcelona to
Antwerp was confirmed by the Senate. spoke.
d

GEN. FRENCH REPORTS ON DESPERATE
FIGHTING IN BATTLE OF THE AISNE
London. The official press bureau
Issued long reporta from Field Mar-thGeneral Sir John French detailing
the operations of the British expedi-

tionary force In Prance and their progress from August 22 to Octobef IS.
This covers the retirement of the
British from Mons southward to tha
Seine and the ad vanea baok to the
River Alane and the first stage of tha
desperate encounters along the line of
that river. It was September 6 when
the allies took the offense.
The report contained thtt startling
Information :
"it Is a fact that bet wen September
It and October 8 the total of killed,
wounded and missing among the British expeditionary force has reached
661 officers and 11,080 men, proving
the severity of the struggle In which
our troops have been engaged."
Following Is the statement Issued
by the pitas bureau:
Sir John French's first report, dated
September 17 says:
"In spite of very determined resistance on the part of the enemy, who
la holding In strength and with great
tenacity a position peculiarly favorable to defense, the battle which commenced on the evening of September
12 has so far forced the enemy back
from his first position, secured passage of the river, and Inflicted great
loss upon him, including the capture
of over 2,000 prisoners and several
guns."
The dispatch gives details of the
retreat on August 28 and 29. Generals Oough and Chetwode, with the
Third and Fifth Cavalry brigades,
covered the retreat, repulsing the Germans with great loss.
German Pursuit Vigorous.
"The pursuit by the enemy," continues the report, "was very vigorous.
Some five or six German corps were
on the Somme facing the fifth army:
on the Olse at least two corps were
advancing toward my front and were
crossing the Somme east and west of
Ham; three or four more German
corps were opposing the Sixth French
army on my left.
"On September 5 General Joffre decided to take the offensive, as he
considered conditions very favorable
to success."
Field Marshal French believes that
about noon on the 6th the enemy realized that a powerful threat was
being made against the flank of his
columns moving south and east and
began the great retreat which opened
the battle
This battle, so far as the Sixth
French army, the British army and
the Fifth and Ninth French armies
were concerned, was concluded on the
evening of September 10, when the
Germans had been driven to the
line, with the loss of
thousands of prisoners, many guns
and enormous masses of transport.
On the 8th both the First and Second army corps made large captures
and took some guns. On the 9th
after forcing the passage of the Marne,
they Inflicted a heavy loss In killed
and wounded on the Germans, while
the Second division took some hundreds of prisoners and a battery of
eight machine guns.
Field Marshal French's second report, dated October 8, concerns the
operations of the British forces since
the evening of September 10. It reads:
"Early In the morning of the 11th
three corps crossed the Ourcq, further pursuit of the enemy being practically unopposed, the cavalry reaching the line of the Alsne, two brigades south of SoiSHoni and three brigades at Oouvellls and Carseull, on
the sfternoon of September 12.
Battle of Alsne Opens.
"The Fifth division approached Missy, but were unable to make headway.
The west army corps reached the
neighborhood
of Vauxcere without
In this manner the
much opposition.
battle of the Alsne commenced.
"The position of Ibe enemy was
very strong either for delaying action
.
or for defensive battle.
"On the morning of the lStir I ordered the British forces tP advance
and make the passsge of the Alsne.
The first corps and cavalry advanced
on the river
The first division was
directed on Chanouvllle, via the canal
bridge at liourg.
"By nightfall the first division occupied the area around Moullns, Passa
and Geny. The Second division
on the southern bank of tbe
river, leaving only the Fifth brigade
on the north bank .to establish a
bridge bead.
Checked by Artillery.
"In the approach to Missy, where
the Fifth division eventually crossed,
there Is some open ground, which
was swept by artillery Ore from the

The Thirteenth briopposite bank
gade, therefore, was unable to advance, but tha Fourteenth, directed to
a less exposed point, waa rafted over,
and at night established Itself on tbe
left of Salnte Marguerite, where later,
with tbe Fifteenth brigade supported
by the Fourth division on their left. It
succeeded In repelling heavy counterattacks on the Third corps.
"On the morning of tho 13th the
Third corps found the enemy established In strength on Vregny plateau,
rhe Twelfth Infantry crossed at
but the bridge waa so damaged
.hat the artillery could only be
across It. Meanwhile the construction of a bridge began close to
the nad brtdga at Venizel.
"At 2 p. m an Infantry attack in tha
direction of Chirr as and Vregny had
l,

man-landle- d

made good progress, but at 6:30 p. m.
the enemy's artillery and machine
gun Are from the direction of Vregny
became so severe that no further prog-ras- a
could be made.
The positions
reached were held until dark.
"The Third corps made an attempt
to throw a heavy pontoon across tha
river late In the afternoon, but cava
up because of the heavy howlUer
Bra of the enemy.
"In the evening the enemy retired
at all points and Intrenched himself
on high ground about two miles north
of the river, along which runs the

Chemin des Dames.
Build Pontoons Under Firs.
"During the night of the 18th and
on the 14th. and following days Held
companies Incessantly worked night
and day, throwing eight pontoons and
one foot bridge across the river under
a generally heavy artillery fire, which
waa Incessantly kept up on most of
the crossings after their completion.
"The action of the First corps on
this day under the direction and command of Sir Douglas Halg was of so
skillful, bold and decisive a character that he gained positions which
alone would have enabled me to maintain my position for more than three
weeks of very severe fighting on the
north bank of the river.
About l p. m. the enemy obtained
a footing between the First and Second corps and threatened to cut the
communications of the latter. General Halg was hard pressed and had
no reserve In band. I placed a cavalry division at his disposal, part of
which he skillfully used to prolong
and secure the left flank of the
Guards brigade.
Some heavy lighting ensued, which resulted In the enemy being driven back with heavy
loss.
General Advance Ordered.
"About four o'clock a weakening of
the counter-attack- s
by the enemy and
other Indications tended to show that
his resistance was decreasing, and a
general advance was ordered by the
army corps commander.
"Although meeting with considerable opposition and coming under
very heavy artillery and rifle fire,
the position of the corps at the end
of the day's operations extended from
the Chemin des Dames on the right
through Chivy to Le Cour De Scuplr,

with the First cavalry brigade extending to the Chavonne-Solsson- s
On the right the corps was In
road.
close touch with the French Moroccan troops of the Eighteenth corps,
which were entrenched in echelon to
its right rear. During the night they
entrenched this position.
"Throughout the battle of the Alsne
this advanced and commanding position was maintained, and I cannot
speak too highly of the valuable services rendered by Sir Douglas Halg
and the army corps under his com-
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12 GAUGE, 3 SHOTS
You simply putt the
recoil
reloads this gun.
The
trigger for each shot
This new gun is safe, strong and
simple. It has all the good points of other
shotguns, and many improvements besides.
Among: them are Nickel steel construction
and a reloading system that requires no
change for different loads.
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ENEMIES

"Bloody Chasm" That Separated
tionalists and Ulstaritee Might
Have Been Bridged.

Na-

Dead Soldier's Gift.
Among the contributions to Quaes
Mary of England's Work for Wornest
fund received recently was an et
gagement ring which arrived by mall,
accompanied by ths following letter t
"Tha boy who gave ma this before
ho went away will never come back.
He made me promise before he joined
his regiment to give It away If any
thing happened to him. It's a hard
wrench to part with, but I promised him to do so. I send It to yea
as his gift to the Queen's fund."

Aa all the world knows, International war has proved a great conciliator In Ireland. As a contributor to
the Bystander says, you cannot give
much attention to the dismemberment
of the empire when you are not certain whether you will have an empire to diamember.
There la a geniality about tha NaAfter the second baby arrives a
tionalist volunteer that makes yon
woman seldom changes the style at
know that he would rather fight soar
one else Germany in this case than doing up her hair.
Ulster.
A few stories are current
that help to show how vary ripe Ireland was for conciliation. Not long
ago a company of Nationalist volunteers, passing a company of Ulster-men- ,
and being uncertain aa to the
customary etiquette between deadly
enemies saluted. In a northern district there was only one field suitable
for drilling, and as the two opposition
armies wanted It, the owner began
bidding them against each other.
Northern cannlness asserted Itself.
The commanding officer of one battalion approached the enemy, and they
agreed to rant the field In common,
and use it on alternate days I
A third anecdote relates that while
some Ulster volunteers were drilling
a Nationalist was aean sitting on a
ranee watching them. When he waa
questioned by an Ulsterman he explained that his own company had
There is no need to suffer the
mislaid their rifles and could not
annoying, excruciating pain of
drill; "but," he added, "we were waitneuralgia; Sloan's Liniment laid
ing to see If we could get the loan of
on gently wilt soothe the aching
yours when you've done with them."
head like magic Don't delay.
Try it at once.

Neuralgia

important to

M ornare

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA. a safe and sura remedy foi
Infants and children, and sea that It
Blgnatur. of
In Use For Over

Hew Whet Others Say
"I have been a sAiffcrer with Neuralgia

wrrl

years and hare triad differaai
for
Liniments, but Sloan's Liniment la the
beat Liniment for Neuralaia on earth.
I have tried it successfully; it ha merer
T.
WilSsaal,
fasta, Art.
Un. Ruth C. ClaypooL nJejieaifes,
Afo., wrsles."A friend of ours told us
about your Liniment. We have been using
it for 13 years and think than 1 nothlns
like it. We use it on everything, sons,
cuts, burns, bruises, sor throat, headache
and on rerythirigsls. We can t set
alon without it. We think it 1 the bast

a.

SO

Tears.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoris

War Hurting Gamblers.
worker In England was
liniment made."
questioned as to unemployment In his
district. "Not much unemployment,
bat a good deal of half time. Still
mand.
things
so bad as might be,
"On the morning of the 15th I be- for now aren't
there's
little racing, a lot of
came convinced that the enemy was money gets
home which would never
making a determined stand. Reports get there ordinarily.
The bookies'
reached us from the French armies runners are feeling the war
mora than
is the best remedy for rheumatism,
on my right and left clearly Indicating
anybody."
backache, sore throat and sprains.
that the enemy was occupying a
At all deeds. It.
strongly Intrenched line along the
Money for Christmas.
whole Valley of the Alsne.
Seod four cent m etasaps for a
Selling guaranteed wear-proo-f
hosi"General Hamilton, with the Third
TRIAL BOTTLE
division, attacked vigorously and re- ery to friends ft neighbors. Big Xmaa
Wear-Proo- f
8200
Mills,
business.
Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Inc.
gained the ground lost on the 14th.
Dept. B.
Philadelphia, Pa.
"I was compelled to change my Chestnut St, Philadelphia. Pa. Adv.
plans when I learned that further adThs Graatsst Chasm.
vance of the First corps would have
Tha greatest chasm between the
dangerously exposed my right flank:
and further also learned from the producer and the consumer Is tbe
French commander-in-chie- f
that he mudhole.
I would not discourage foreign miswas strongly
tho Sixth
French army corps on my left, with sionary work, but I am rather envious Is Crowing Smaller Every Day
the intention of bringing up the allied of the permanent highways that have CARTER'S LITTLE
left to attack the enemy's flank and been constructed In some of the coun- LIVER PILLS are aSssssssssV I
tries to which we are sending Chris- responsible
thus compel his retirement.
they
"On the 17th, 18th and 19th the tian missionaries. Homer T. Wade, not only give relief
nADTFro
.
I al
secretary
Texas
Good
associaperms
Roads
they
whole of our line was heavily bomMMMWMWTwmm
i
tr
nentlycureCeation.
ilk
mmWOmmmm
barded.
The First corps was con
W F Sf
Iturn
süpatiaa. Mil MMMmmmmmMT
mm
7
stantly engaged. The enemy was
r""1 1
TOl'R OWH DBCOOUT Wll. I. TFI.L YOII lions use mm
driven back with heavy loss. Trr
mmmm
Murine Kre Homed f,r Ked. West, Watery
them for
gKiee
Granulated
sad
ho
Sellds:
"On the 18th Information reached
Sre Comfort. Writ fur Boo ofimsrUiiHie are
tue that General Joffre had deter- tuet mn tYe. Marine aire Itemed r Co- - calcas, ladisetliae. Sick Headack. SeBew SUe.
mined to attack and envelop the Ger
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE
Befitting Punishment.
man right flank.
Genuine must bear Signature
Edith The wretch! So he actually
Night Attack Repulssd.
I wish we
proposed
to
Ob,
us!
of
both
"On tha eveuing of the 19tb the
enemy became active.
After dark he could think of some way to punish
continuad his attack on the Second him!
Midge We can; you marry him,
no more
division, only to be driven back. Our
Smallpox, Army
TYPHOID than
losses In these two days were consid- dear.
experience has oraos
Uic almost miraculous effl- enemy's,
obtained,
as
the
but
erable,
of Aauuronold Vaccination.
Ten smiles for s nickel. Alwaya 'uuy Red
vaBtly exceeded them.
Be TsccUMled NOW or jour paralelan, you and
Crose Hug Blue; have beautiful, alear
your
Is
family.
It
vital than house Insursncs.
mot
"On the night of the 21st snother white clothes. Adv.
Ask your pnyslctan, druggist, of rd far "Hs-violent attack was repulsed by the
youhsd Typholdr" telling of Typhoid Vaccina,
results from use, and danger from Trphold Carrier.
Third division, the enemy losing heavExplained.
TOT CltTTtt LABOIATOCV, BUftOXY,
CAL
ily.
On the 23d four-Inchowitzer
He I like simple things best.
eeeeucise vscclHI s sssua use a. a sor. ucsssa
batteries from home arrived. Tbey
She I've noticed bow
were brought Into action on the 24th you are.
W. N. Un DENVER, NO.
with very good results.
"On the 23d the action of Ueueral
de Daatelnau's army on the allied left
Boils
developed considerably and withdrew
considerable forces of the enemy from
the center and the east. Until the
26th It appeared as though the enemy's position in our front was weakDr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
A

SLOANS
LINIMENT

The Army of
Constipation
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Biliousness
Malaria
Constipation

ening.
"On that day. however, a marked
renewal of activity commenced.
were da"Renewed counter-attacklly ered and beaten off during the day,
atand in tha afternoon a
tack by the First division stopped ths
s

well-time-

enemy's entrenching.
"During the nlglt of the 27th and
28th the enemy again made deterattempts to capture tha
mined
trunchas of , the First division, but
without success.
"Futile attempts were made all
along our front up to the evening of
the 28th, wheu they died away and
have not slnoe beau renewed."

Are Yon Troubled?
to yours
Cel. MiWeei

W-- Um
Tilly alaVa- 673.) Salase,
CsnUamatu
rlrs me much pleasure to be able
to eeod yon a toetlronnlat, IT by lu reaching soase
sutisrsr your medicina will do a much lor nun as the
have for me. At ibe age of fourteen I we troubled
a graa- - nee: wlta malaria ami l.mouen
sjgesfggsrj
with the worst so, t at iarr bolla. 1 i
uadadby
Mf páranla, who have alwaya been strong bllever In
Dr. heroes remedia, to try the OeUes) Meal leal
IMsvcoverr. I took ora bottle and tha boils ail
hot I aid not stop at one bottle. I took thraa
end the balarla ell left me and I hare bad no mora
to this day. thanks to the Aselueo Medical
Els
Unsavory' for u.y seller.

J.

-

It

for over forty years has
been lending its aid to just
such eases as this. In our
possession we have thousands of testimonials of Ilka
character.
Perhaps you are skeptical,
but isn't it worth at least a
trial in view of
strong
testimony t Isn't It reasonable to suppose that if It
has done so much for others
it can do aa much for you T
su-:-

Tour drurglst wfll xtpply joe to
Hqsu at tablet (era, or yea esq
send Mono sjet gaaaspa fur a trial

kit

neewe.
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Ernst Ruth of Raton was a busPatronize home industry and
iness visitor in Cimarron the lattrr
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
of
part
the week.
Restaurant and Bakery.
Meals at all hours are served at
Weler's Restaurant and Bakery.

Mr. and

Franken-hurge-

District Attorney Remley returnBryant and Lilborn Rupert each ed Saturday from Tucumcari where
killed a deer in the Chase canyon, he was attending to court matters
Sunday after a bunt of a few days. in behalf of the state in the district court-

Bakers' Goods and
Confectioners

-

First class beds at the Antlers
hotel, furnace heat, 50c, 75c and

ti. 00.

C. R. van Houten came down
from his Ponil ranch the latter part
of the week to attend to business
matters in conjunction with tht

Willie Livingston of Raton is ranch.
visiting with his parents and other
members of the family for a few
The News is working for you and
days.
the community every week. What
are YOU, not the other fellow, doGeo. H. Webster, Jr., departed ing for it I
Wednesday for Chicago where he
will attend to business matters a
Walter Jones of Lebo, Kansas,
few days.
was a business visitor in Cimarron
Tuesday, looking after his shipSwastika coal, the most heat for ment of cattle which he recently
vour money, sold by J. W.
purchased.

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and BesT: Com-

T. A. Schomburg of Denver,
Colorado, attended to hfs business
interests in this city the latter part
of the week.
Ron. O. A. Larazolla who Was
scheduled to appear in Cimarron,
Tuesday evening to speak to the
s
in the interests
of the Republican candidates was
unavoidably delayed and it is believed that some other speaker will
fill his date the latter part of the
Spanish-American-

panies Represented.
News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

COMPANY
I WE

All Kindt oí Farming ImplwnenU
Wagon
Buggies

X

Harness and Saddle

A

Lumber and Other Building Material

I

Hardware

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants in these lines

Bryant and Lilborn Rupert returned to Raton, Wednesday with
their deer trophies. Both boys
are highly elated over the success
of their hunt for big game.
Hon. A. A. Iones failed to make
his appearance in Cimarron last
Thursday evening, and H. A. Kik-e- r
of Raton spoke in behalf of that
gentlemen to a good sized audience
at the Athletic hall.

feet deep.

Dr. and Mrs. Collyer of Maxwell were social visitors in this
city several days the pa:t week-Thdoctor-haone of his legs injured a few days ago while in the
mountains. His foot was caught
in a wire under the snow causing
him to roll down an arroya.

I

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp

tí

SiandaAd

fnandeicen

Oil

n

amp of ihe World

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence,
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp. Guaranteed

"

Rev. H. R. Mills and family departed Wednesday lor Huntington,
West Virginia, where they will
make their future home. Huntington was the home of Mrs. Mills
before her marriage and her parents reside in that city at present.

j

SELL

I

This section received six inches
of snow the latter part of the week
which has since disappeared with
the exception of in the mountains
where it is reported to be several

week.

j

SUPPLY

r
Mrs. H. G.
are expected to. return Friday trom a two weeks visit in ASupt. Meyers of the Santa Fe lbuquerque and other points in the
was a company business visitor in state.
Cimarron, Wednesday.

Weber's Bakery
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J. W. JERLS, Distributor
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Remember your friends and send
them post card views of the Cimar
ron Canon. Sold at the leading
stores at 2 for 5 cents.

BIG BATTLES

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices

1

The big battleship

than the little rowbeat that upsets

better nanaged

is

the

pond.

Owing to the inclement weather
the Urraca Ranch was unable to
make its large shipment of cattle
Saturday and Tuesday the stock-washipped to Lebo, Kansas. It
was necessary for the railway
to press into service two engines to haul the train to Raton.
s

The bin corporation

is

better able to serve the public than the little coasuany

Your company handles the telephone needs of three million people right here in the
seven mountain states

It handles over a million telephone messages every day
The present

war in

Furope is a war

of

of

the year

waste and destructioa

Bigger battles for peace are being fought right here in the Uaitea" States
1

tattles for

good-wil-

l,

prosperity and fair dealing.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

com-pap- y

The ladies of the Methodist
church tendered a farewell reception to Mrs. H. R. Mills, Tuesday
afternoon at the Vasey home. The
afternoon was most delightfully
spent in social intercourse and aft
er partaking of a bountiful repast
the guests departed wishing Mrs.
Mills Godspeed in her new home
as well as a pleasant journey.
The Colfax county district court
will convene at the countv
at
court house the first Monday in
December, with seven murder cas
es. Several of these cases will an.
r
pear before the grand jury while
others will be tried on a change of
venue. There will be no session
the district court at Taos this
fall.
of

Corned Beef and Cabbage
Get the corned beef in the evening and soak over night to remove surplus salt. 7 a. m. put on to slow boil. When partly
tender cut the head of cabbage into eighths put in with meat
boil until tender. This will make a delicious dsh for dinuer.

Home made Mince Meat and
home made Sausage, Fresh
Fish and Oysters, Fancy
Creamery Butter

Cimarron Meat Market
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